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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
vs. 









SUPREME COURT NO. 40069-2012 
DISTRICT COURT NO. CR 11-10866 
____ ~D~e=fI=en=d=an=t=/A~p~p~el=la=n=t,~ ________ ) 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District 




State Appellate Public Defender 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
LAWRENCE WASDEN 
Attorney General 
Statehouse Mail Room 210 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
000001
Date: 7/31/2012 Fifth Judicial District Court - Twin Falls County User: COOPE 
Time: 12:33 PM ROAReport 
Page 1 of 4 Case: CR-2011-0010866 Current Judge: G. Richard Bevan 
Defendant: Ward, Kori Lynn 
State of Idaho vs. Kori Lynn Ward 
Date Code User Judge 
10/3/2011 NCRF DENTON New Case Filed-Felony Nicole Cannon 
PROS DENTON Prosecutor assigned Grant Loebs Nicole Cannon 
CRCO DENTON Criminal Complaint Nicole Cannon 
AFWT DENTON Affidavit In Support Of Complaint Or Warrant For Nicole Cannon 
Arrest 
WARI DENTON Warrant Issued - Arrest Bond amount: 5000.00 Nicole Cannon 
Defendant: Ward, Kori Lynn 
XSEA DENTON Case sealed Nicole Cannon 
10/11/2011 WART DENTON Warrant Returned Defendant: Ward, Kori Lynn Nicole Cannon 
XUNS DENTON Case Un-sealed Nicole Cannon 
TFJP DENTON Twin Falls County Jail Packett Nicole Cannon 
CHJG DENTON Change Assigned Judge Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
HRSC DENTON Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 10/21/2011 Thomas D. Kershaw 
08:15 AM) Jr. 
DENTON Notice Of Hearing Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
BNDS PLEW Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 1000.00 ) Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
PLEW Miscellaneous Payment: Sheriff Fees Paid by: Thomas D. Kershaw 
Eva's Bail bonds Receipt number: 1127558 Jr. 
Dated: 10/11/2011 Amount: $10.00 (Cash) 
ARRN DENTON Arraignment / First Appearance Roger Harris 
TFPA DENTON Twin Falls County Public Defender Roger Harris 
Application*** Appointed*** 
CMIN DENTON Court Minutes Roger Harris 
ORTA DENTON Order to Appear Roger Harris 
ORPD DENTON Order Appointing Public Defender Roger Harris 
DAPA BANYAI Defendant appeared for the date set on the Thomas D. Kershaw 
Promise to Appear signed when bonded out of Jr. 
jail. 
10/12/2011 PTAP DENTON Promise To Appear Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
REQD PIERCE Request For Discovery/defendant Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
RESD PIERCE Response To Request For Discovery/defendant Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
10/13/2011 REQP PIERCE Request For Discovery/plaintiff Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
RESP PIERCE Response To Request For Discovery/plaintiff Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
10/21/2011 CMIN YOCHAM Court Minutes Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
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Date: 7/31/2012 Fifth Judicial District Court - Twin Falls County User: COOPE 
I Time: 12:33 PM ROAReport 
Page 2 of4 Case: CR-2011-0010866 Current Judge: G. Richard Bevan 
Defendant: Ward, Kori Lynn 
State of Idaho vs. Kori Lynn Ward 
Date Code User Judge 
10/21/2011 WAVT YOCHAM Written Waiver of Time for Preliminary Hearing Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
CO NT YOCHAM Continued (Preliminary 11/10/2011 08:15AM) Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
YOCHAM Notice Of Hearing Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
11/9/2011 WAVP PIERCE Waiver Of Preliminary Hearing Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
11/10/2011 CMIN DJONES Court Minutes Thomas D. Kershaw 
Jr. 
OADC DJONES Order Holding Defendant To Answer To District Thomas D. Kershaw 
Court Jr. 
PHWV DJONES Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on Thomas D. Kershaw 
11/10/2011 08:15 AM: Preliminary Hearing Jr. 
Waived (bound Over) 
HRSC BARTLETT Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 11/21/2011 G. Richard Bevan 
08:30 AM) 
BARTLETT Notice Of Hearing G. Richard Bevan 
11/14/2011 INFO PIERCE Information for a Felony, Namely: G. Richard Bevan 
Possession of a Controlled Substance 
SUPR PIERCE Supplemental Response To Request For G. Richard Bevan 
Discovery 
11/21/2011 ARRN BARTLETT Hearing result for Arraignment scheduled on G. Richard Bevan 
11/21/2011 08:30 AM: Arraignment / First 
Appearance 
DCHH BARTLETT District Court Hearing Held G. Richard Bevan 
Court Reporter: Virginia Bailey 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
CMIN BARTLETT Court Minutes G. Richard Bevan 
11/22/2011 HRSC BARTLETT Hearing Scheduled (Entry of Plea 12/19/2011 G. Richard Bevan 
08:45 AM) 
BARTLETT Notice Of Hearing G. Richard Bevan 
12/19/2011 DCHH BARTLETT Hearing result for Entry of Plea scheduled on G. Richard Bevan 
12/19/2011 08:45 AM: District Court Hearing Helc 
Court Reporter: Virginia Bailey 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
CMIN BARTLETT Court Minutes G. Richard Bevan 
PLEA BARTLETT A Plea is entered for charge: Not guilty G. Richard Bevan 
12/22/2011 HRSC BARTLETT Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 02/22/201209:00 G. Richard Bevan 
AM) 2 days 
HRSC BARTLETT Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference G. Richard Bevan 
02/13/2012 11 :00 AM) 
ORDR BARTLETT Order Governing Further Criminal Proceedings G. Richard Bevan 
and Notice of Trial Setting 000003
I Date: 7/31/2012 
Time: 12:33 PM 
Page 30f4 
Fifth Judicial District Court - Twin Falls County 
ROAReport 
Case: CR-2011-001 0866 Current Judge: G. Richard Bevan 
Defendant: Ward, Kori Lynn 
User: COOPE 
State of Idaho vs. Kori Lynn Ward 
Date Code User Judge 
12/30/2011 MODQ PIERCE Motion To Disqualify Alternate Judge G. Richard Bevan 
1/3/2012 ORDQ BARTLETT Order of Disqualification (Elgee) G. Richard Bevan 
1/11/2012 SUPR PIERCE Supplemental Response To Request For G. Richard Bevan 
Discovery 
1/13/2012 SSOC PIERCE Stipulation For Substitution Of Counsel G. Richard Bevan 
REQD PIERCE Request For Discovery/defendant G. Richard Bevan 
MOTC PIERCE Motion To Compel Discovery G. Richard Bevan 
MOTN PIERCE Motion to Suppress G. Richard Bevan 
MEMO PIERCE Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion to G. Richard Bevan 
Suppress 
1/17/2012 APER PIERCE Defendant: Ward, Kori Lynn Appearance R. Keith G. Richard Bevan 
Roark 
2/3/2012 HRSC COOPE Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress G. Richard Bevan 
02/28/201203:00 PM) 
2/6/2012 NOHG PIERCE Notice Of Hearing G. Richard Bevan 
STIP PIERCE Stipulation to Continue Pre-Trial conference and G. Richard Bevan 
Jury Trial 
2/9/2012 HRVC BARTLETT Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled G. Richard Bevan 
on 02/13/2012 11 :00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
HRSC BARTLETT Hearing Scheduled (Status 02/21/201209:30 G. Richard Bevan 
AM) 
BARTLETT Notice Of Hearing G. Richard Bevan 
2/21/2012 HRVC BARTLETT Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on G. Richard Bevan 
02/22/201209:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 2 days 
DCHH BARTLETT Hearing result for Status scheduled on G. Richard Bevan 
02/21/201209:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hell 
Court Reporter: Virginia Bailey 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
CMIN BARTLETT Court Minutes G. Richard Bevan 
CONT BARTLETT Continued (Motion to Suppress 03/23/2012 G. Richard Bevan 
10:00 AM) 
2/24/2012 BARTLETT Notice Of Hearing G. Richard Bevan 
3/23/2012 CMIN COOPE Court Minutes G. Richard Bevan 
Hearing type: Motion to Suppress 
Hearing date: 3/23/2012 
Time: 10:11 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Virginia Bailey 
Minutes Clerk: Sharie Cooper 
Tape Number: ct rm 1 
Defense Attorney: R. Roark 






for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83301 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
• • DISTRICT CDUR-I _ 
! Wi ;,l F A.l' S CO. \D fi.11 
I~' ,i. "FILED 
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8Y----,..:;~~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 


















Personally appears before me this 2 day of~, 2011, Peter Hatch, Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney, Twin Falls County, State of Idaho, and presents this complaint, pursuant to 
Idaho Criminal Rule 3 and based upon the attached sworn affidavit, that KORI L YNN WARD, 
did commit the following: 




• • • 
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
Felony, I.e. 37-2732(c)(l) 
That the Defendant, KORI LYNN WARD, on or about the 18th day of September, 2011, 
in the County of Twin Falls, State of Idaho, possessed a controlled substance, to-wit: 
Methamphetamine and/or Amphetamine, a Schedule II controlled substance, in violation of 
Idaho Code Section 37-2732(c)(1). 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and 
provided and against the peace and dignity of the State ofldaho. 
Said Complainant therefore prays that a W ARRANT be issued for the said defendant, 
KORI L YNN WARD, and that she may be dealt with according to law. 
~eterHatch 
Deputy Prosecuti _____ _ 
Signed before me this l day Of~()....t!' '----"-(,.,L-Y=------o __ , 201 I. 
~J(;([~ 
Judge 
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l\~'{-~ FALLS CO. IOt-JII. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT Of runo 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TwnufOOJu;3 Ah 10: 5:': 
THE STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff 
vs 




STATE OF IDAHO 


















AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF COMPLAINT OR WARRANT 
FOR ARREST - TFSO CASE # 11001348 
CRIME: Possession Controlled substance 
I.C. 37-2732 
SS 
I, Krystn Patterson, being first duly sworn, state that I am the same person whose name is subscribed to the attached 
criminal complaint/citation, and that my answer(s) to the questions asked by the court with reference to said complaint as 
follows: 
1. Please set forth the information which give you reason to believe the above named Defendant( s) committed the 
crime(s) aIleged in the complaint. 
ANSWER: The foIlowing occurred in the County of Twin Falls, State of Idaho. 
On September 18th, 2011, at approximately 2323 hours, I was dispatched to 3033 N 3500 E, 
in reference to a suicidal female. Dispatch advised that the reporting party stated that Kori Ward had 
possibly slit her wrists at that location. 
When I arrived on scene there,was very loud music coming from the house. I knocked on the 
door and a female subject, later identified by Idaho driver's license as Kori Lynn Frazier Ward, came to 
the door. It appeared that Kori had been crying. Kori also appeared to be intoxicated. I asked Kori if we 
could turn the music off so that I could hear her. Kori stated that she would turn it off and walked into 
the living room of the house were the stereo was located. I could still see Kori through the open door. 
Kori hit a button on the stereo and then attempted to walk down the hallway into the back area of the 
house. I asked Kori to stop and come back three times, when Kori refused to do so, I entered the house 
and caught Kori halfway down the hall and escorted her back into the living room. I had Kori sit on the 
coffee table. I asked Kori to show me her wrists. I observed two cut marks on the inside of Kori's upper 
(~\RIGINA,L 
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left forearm, and a few scratch marks on Kori's left wrist. One of the cuts on Kori's forearm was bleeding. 
The Paramedics were staged down the road and were requested to come check Kori. 
Deputy Schulz located a large kitchen knife that Kori admitted to using to cut herself. I observed 
several bottles of alcohol in the living room and could smell the odor of an alcoholic beverage emanating 
from Kori's person. I asked Kori if she had been drinking or had taken anything. Kori stated that she had 
not. Due to Kori appearing to be intoxicated and possibly on some kind of narcotic I asked Deputy Schulz 
to look for pill bottles or something she may have taken. During this time due to Kori's erratic behavior I 
stayed within close proximity of Kori, and had Deputy Schulz look for other items that Kori may have 
used to harm herself. There was a shotgun shell on the porch of the house. Kori stated she had shot the 
shotgun earlier that day to see if anyone would care. I asked Kori if there was a gun in the house now and 
she stated that there was and started to get up. I told Kori to stay seated. At that time Deputy Schulz 
located the shotgun in the living room. As Deputy Schulz went to retrieve the gun he informed me that 
he had located drug paraphernalia and controlled substances. 
Due to the cuts on Kori's wrist and the suicidal comments she was making Kori was placed into 
protective custody and I transported her to St Luke's Magic Valley Emergency Room to be evaluated by 
Alex Tubbs, LCSW. Deputy Schulz remained on scene to secure the residence and the seized items he had 
located. Deputy Schulz then took the seized items to evidence. 
While I was en route to the ER Kori stated several times that no one cared about her and that she 
was all alone. I asked Kori if she had a roommate or if she lived alone. Kori stated that she was the only 
one that lived at the residence. 
After the Protective Custody Risk Assessment it was determined that Kori would be committed 
into Canyon View on a Protective hold. I met Deputy Schulz at the evidence room where he showed me 
the items he had located in Kori's house. Deputy Schulz informed me that he located the shotgun in the 
southwest corner of the living room by the computer, and as Deputy Schulz attempted to retrieve and 
secure the shotgun, he placed his hand on the small entertainment center to brace himself for the reach 
across to the gun. Deputy Schulz stated that when he put his hand down, he looked to ensure that he did 
not set his hand on any harmful objects and observed on the first shelf a wooden box that had a light 
bulb with burned residue inside. As well as an item which he recognized through his training and 
experience to be a baggie of methamphetamine. Deputy Schulz stated the baggie had numerous white 
crystals inside. He also observed right next to the wooden box was a blue colored box with several more 
baggies that are commonly the packaging material for methamphetamine. Deputy Schulz also located a 
green box and could see a baggie with a small portion of green leafy substance inside, which he 
recognized to possibly be marijuana. 
000009
• • 
In the evidence room I was present when Deputy Schulz removed all the items from the 
wooden box. Inside the box was one clear plastic baggie with white crystal substance. Deputy 
Schulz NIK tested a small portion of that baggie. The results of that test were presumptive positive 
for methamphetamine. The pretest weight and posttest weight of the baggie was O.8g in the original 
package. Also in the wooden box were 15 other plastic baggies containing white crystal substance. 
Deputy Schulz weighed all 15 bags at the same time on the scale. The weight of the bags was 6.9g. 
No test was done on any of the substances of these 15 bags. Deputy Schulz requested the 15 plastic 
baggies along with the NIK tested baggie to be sent to the State Lab for chemical analyses. Also 
inside the box was the light bulb and two other pipes, all three had burned residue. Deputy Schulz 
and I recognized these items through our training and experience to commonly be used for the 
ingestion of methamphetamine via smoking. All three ofthese items were placed into an evidence 
envelope and logged as an evidence hold, by Deputy Schulz 
The small blue box contained 6 plastic baggies with white residue, also recognized to be 
common packaging for methamphetamine. The 6 bags were weighted at the same time on the scale, 
6.8g total weight, not tested. Deputy Schulz requested that these 6 bags also be sent to the State Lab 
for chemical analysis. 
Deputy Schulz then removed the small plastic baggie with the green leafy substance from the 
green box. The baggie was placed on the scale, it was O.7g pretest. Deputy Schulz removed a small 
portion of the green leafy substance, placed it into a NIK kit and the results of the NIK test were 
presumptive positive for marijuana. Then weight the remaining portion of the substance was 0.7 g in the 
original package. Deputy Schulz then placed this item into an evidence envelope, and requested that it 
be sent to the State Lab for chemical analysis. Also inside the green felt box was a green and silver pipe 
with burned residue. Deputy Schulz and I recognized this item, through our training and experience, to 
be commonly associated with the ingestion of marijuana via smoking. Deputy Schulz placed this item 
into an evidence bag and secured it into evidence. I am submitting charging requests for Possession of 
Marijuana> 3 OZ, I. C. 37-2732, Possession of Paraphernalia I. C. 37-273 2( A), and Possession of a Controlled 
Substance I.C. 37-2732. 
2. List the name(s) of the individual(s) that the information was obtained from. 
ANSWER: Kori Lynn Ward, Deputy Schulz, and K. Patterson 
3. Please set forth, for each of the informants listed in response to Question 2, the reasons why you believe the 




ANSWER: No reason not to believe. 
4. Do you believe a warrant should be issued? 
ANSWER: Yes 
5. Set out any information you have and its source, as to why a warrant instead of a summons should be issued. 
ANSWER: Subject was not arrested on these charges due to protective hold. 
6. List any assets to be forfeited and any information pertaining thereto. 
ANSWER:N/A 
Attach Warrant Information Page. 
DATED this 26th day of Se tember 20 II. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this 26th day of September 20 11. 
000011
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 















Case No. CR ll-_-I-I-"'<.O->Lls'''---'''' ___ _ 
Extradite -;: d ~ (j I\L.W' 
Bond Amount: it c:;: 0 0 0 ~ 
_TH_I~~t~~~~N_;~E_Xp_I~ __ S:__ , ~O(~ 
TO ANY SHERIFF, CONSTABLE, MARSHALL, OR POLICEMAN OR THE STATE OF 
IDAHO: 
THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANT IS CHARGED WITH THE FOLLOWING: 
1. POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, a Felony, Idaho Code 
Sections, 37-2732(c)(1). 
YOU A~ HE~BY COMMANDED to arrest the above-named defendant and deliver 
her into custody to be brought before this Court and dealt with according to law. 
IT IS SO ORDE~D. 




WARR~NT I SUMMcls SERVED 
Print or Type 
DATE:~ze're&'// TIME:.-kJ. '/0 
~--'--------
DEFENDANT: ~'? dJ~ 
NO. c:::;P-/o8c:'t:: 
B'<- -y( 
DOB:  ~~7ECURITY# 
ADDRESS   
ARRESTING AGEN~CY: ~;y 
OF F ICE R: ::£~ --------= ~=2=~~~)~~~~~~-------------------------------
ORIGINAl' AGENCY:  ~ 
CHARGE:~ ~/ >-,---~ Felony_~_ 
IN CUSTODY (where) ~c::::;;-/ 
 
BONDED: YES_NO_ AMOUNTOFBOND$~~~~_~ ____ '_~ _  ________________ _ 
RELEASED (O.R.) OWN RECOGNIZANCE YES_NO __ 
WHITE· Magistrate Court YELLOW· Originating Agency PINK·Jaii 
TWIN FALLS PRINTING 
000013
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2011 OCT 3 PFl 3 38 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THt:'~P.J~TIt~hf110AL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
CO U Ii ! Y S rl trn f F 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 











vs. Case No. CR ll-__ -#---'/O..ul'--=-=-,, __ _ 
Defendant. 
Extradite: 1d~ (!)f\.L.1r, 
tiC- OOO~ 
Bond Amount: ..) I 
----~~--------
KORI LYNN WARD, 
----------------------) 
DOB:  
SSN:  _TH_I~--=-t-"",r:,--,--~----,N;"",-E_X_P_IRE_S_: _, 7'0 ( ~ 
TO ANY SHERIFF, CONSTABLE, MARSHALL, OR POLICEMAN OR THE STATE OF 
IDAHO: 
THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANT IS CHARGED WITH THE FOLLOWING: 
I. POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, a Felony, Idaho Code 
Sections, 37-2732(c)(l). 
YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to arrest the above-named defendant and deliver 
her into custody to be brought before this Court and dealt with according to law. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED: OU:.31 JfJ!! JUDGE:~ @t~ 
,"\ 
f ~ l • .,.. 




Time: 02:15 PM 
Received of: Eva's Bail bonds 









Judicial District Court - Twin Falls cO.'':Y 
Receipt 
Defendant: Ward, Kori Lynn 
10.00 











• • -' CO\JR1 O\Sn~.\C I co \OAHC 
rwn~ ft\~h'CEO . 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
O
QF.itltY5 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE CQUNl}\RI{}(JlVlM FA~LS 
427 Shoshone Street North-
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301 BY £'R~-
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KORI LYNN WARD 




DL:  ID 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that this case is set for: 
Preliminary: Friday, October 21,2011 08:15 AM 
















CASE NO: CR-20 11-0010866 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
I hereby certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on this date Tuesday, October 11, 
2011. 
Alternate Judges: Notice is hereby given that the presiding judge assigned to this case 
intends to utilize the provisions of I.C.R. 25 (a)(6). Notice is also given that if there are multiple 
defendants, any disqualification pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a)(1) is subject to a prior determination 
under I.C.R. 25(a)(3). The panel of alternate judges consists of the following judges who have 
otherwise not been disqualified in this action: Judges Bollar, Borresen, Cannon, Duff, Harris, 
Hodges, Holloway, Ingram, Israel, Kershaw, Redman, Robinson, and Walker. 
Kori Lynn Ward 
___ Mailed ~ \} Hand Delivered 
I received a coPY6ithis notice. 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 1 (03/06) 
Grant Loebs, Prosecuting Attorney 
Y Folder Mailed 
D~se Counsel JP. 
Folder Mailed 





• • nor D'STRICT COUt<· . . Twin Falls County Public Defender Application lWIN FALLS COo IDAH(I 
Every question on this application must be answered completely and FILED 
you l\1UST PROVIDE VERIFICATION OF INCOl\1E by way of. \ Gel \' PI~ 2: 03 
pay stub, SSI statement, or by whatever means you obtain income 20' 
and/or pay yo~r expe~ses. Failure to do so may result inyoyr BY 1-
applic (0 be ng I led. and/or retumed to you for completIOn. ~ RK 
Name Case No. __ 'lTV 
Address ') \-.,.,0; . c:. \'j G Home phone N.Q .. JI) - '-ICC/- \~ .... 
City, State, Zip 'K1\V\fx<-R.I,+ J:'D ~5~t./ I Message phone No. ,;2L11$ 7Jn 27qq 
Age 'i 2--- Marital status D Last 4 Digits of Social Security 
People who live in your house: list the names of dependents and/or people which you share income/expenses 
Name Relationshi A e Em 10 rer 
Monthly Income: 
All household income including income from SSI, Social Security, AFDe, Child Support, trust 
funds, food stamps, unemployment, etc. Ifunemployed, are you registered with job service?_ 
Net Income Source - (Ex: self, souse) Em 10 er 
Monthl~xpenses: 
Rent $ '-tOO 
vVater $_4..0L..-__ _ 
Electricity $ ;JJ')D 
Gas Heat $--!:122~ __ 












3-'-.. __ _ 
Food$ wO 
Property Taxes $-a~' __ 
Cable $ --I(J-h' /-' ____ _ 
Car PaYInent $ ! ... .....,..,0'--__ _ 
Gasoline $ ~ 
Veh. Maint-en-an-'-"c"'-eJj-~--:;~""";--ZOO;:-
Veh. Insurance $ . 
Home Insurance $ -=-__ _ 
Total Owed: Min. Mon. Pymt. Required: 
Total Owed: Min. Mon. Pymt. Required: 
Min. Mon. Pymt. Required: 
f,1nnthly Child SuppnLt PaY!Ils.!:!.t.:.~.~ 4 
I am required to pay monthly child support in the amount of $ ).J1no 
I am nowpaymg $ each month for chIld support. 
My payments are current. 0 Yes ~o 
000017
• • Assets: 
IncitJding vehicles, real estate (bouse), cash on hand, savings, credit union, household goods, etc. 
rt_cnlH(ye(ll~,_L~lg~I.~L.J:l1ak~_L __ . Value Amouy Owing 
J-CO LJ<,iC+~lf-lctJD ---J-"---=-.... ~-
Puhlie Defender 
'Have you aJlplied~or the public defender in the past? r~Ycs [I No When? 1-0125 
Were YOII .appointed~ or denied 0 the public defender'! 
,<" __ """'.'-:-'''_'''''''''''''_'_,''''''~''''._'''_._''~'_. _ ~~~ _ =-'~=~::="'T''''''-'-C'''f''''''--'f7..,."~~".=".. ... =.,,,~..,..,",,~'-''''''-~'~''',,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,.,,,,=,,,."~_~",,,,':k;,-=-~ 
r~ascd upon the foregoing filctS, J declare tbat I am without funds to hire an attorney and 
request that tile court appoint the Public DeCcnder for Twin Falls County to represent me. 1 
fllrther lIlHlerstand that r cOllld be required to reimburse Twin Falls County for the 
services or the public defender. 'fhcse funds will go to the county_ I bereby declare, under 
pcnalty of perjury, that I helve cxamined the foregoing statement and my answers arc true and 
corrcct to the hest. of' my knowledge. I further understand that upon request, I could be required 
to supply the court with copies of my income tax r;/. ) ) 
[)Cf~llf!!({?::,,;';:!;~;f;,;! lI;itl1(;~;~;ij .....-----
Sllhscribeci and sworn to before rnc this J1_- delY of. ~h~ 
or --------.. ----- ---_ .. _-----_. __ ._--
Witnessed by Sheri fV's Deput.y Court official authorized to administer oaths 
or Notary Public 
.. ---.-.. ---- .... -~---~~=====,==--~~~-~~,,-- -... -=-== -====.===~============= .. --"-~,-~=-".= 
Information Release 
I, ~£LiJA?tJ __________ authorii'.e rny rcl:lt:ives, banker, credit union, 
physician(s), bospital(s) and any other persons or organizations, including the State Department 
of Health & Welfare, Social Sccllrity Administration, Veterans Administration, law enforcement 
agencies, courts, fclaho Depal-trnent of' Employment or employee having informat.ion concclTling 
me/us or my/our circllmstances to provide the information to such representatives of 'T'win I"all.s 
County insofar as is pertinent: t.o t.he application. 
r hereby authorize Twin Falls County and/or its representative to perform a credit cheek/report 
for purposes of verifying the need for being appointed a public defender to represent me. 
I hereby authorize a photostat copy of this agreement to be used when necessary and give it full 
force as the originaL This release is valid as long as it is pertinent to this application. 







TWIN FALLS CO. IDAHO 
FILED 
II PH 2: 03 




THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN EM-LS 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION Ii T ----~\'WIIr"..,..~=---- .. 
ARRAIGNMENT MINUTES _____ -+rn_nEEpp~~~ 
I.!ckti'm Counter \~ Case No.~-II-I$f 
:.---!l~~~b5!:c=L ___ Deputy Clerk~hatt Interpreter _____________ Ctrm # -=5;::;;J---
State of Idaho 
vs J J rw r,' l< )ard. AttomeY~~~~~~~~~~~~~~T-________ __ 
Offense: f?;..s.seS.s'iil-1 of ~ S(..( b S fCLnC£' .. 
~ppeared in person ~ond 
D Failed to appear D Warrant issued 
lC()Q .mer warrant D Agent's warrant D OR release D Court Compliance program 
~ D Walk In Arraignment/Summons D Bond previously posted 
D Complaint read .. , ~~bation violatio~ ~D Defendant waived reading of probation violation 
rights and penalties give7.~lghts form signe~ Rights and penalties understood 
g)?t:fendant waived counsel D Private counsel D to hire 
~ Public defender appointed D Public defender denied D Public defender confirmed/continued 
D Plead not guilty 
D Plead guilty 
D Court accepted plea 
D PV-admit 
DPV-deny 
D SEE SENTENCING MINUTES 
D Pretrial ____________________________________________ _ 
D Court trial~ ________________________________________ __ 
~tencing rz t fRr ~t~ ~ ~~.e!im (D3111 bvij aN) 
D Fugitive (identity) ____________________________________ _ 
D Arraignment ________________________________________ __ 
D Hearing to be set 
D Admit/Deny set ______________________________________ _ 
D Evidentiary set ______________________________________ _ 
D Disposition set _____________________________________ _ 
D Status set __________________________________________ __ 
COyJitions of bond/OR release/probation: D AGENT'S WARRANT - To be replaced in 72 hours or defendant to be released 
P Check in with public defender immediately upon release 
D Check in with court compliance officer; Pay costs associated with court compliance D SCRAM unit authorized 
D Court entered no contact order 
D Border patrol hold 
D Do not enter country illegally. 
000019
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Case No: ~...11:9~ 
ORDER TO APPEAR 
Kori Lynn Ward, 
3033 N 3500 E 
Kimberly ID 83341 
Defendant. 
You, Kori Lynn Ward, the above named Defendant are notified and ordered to comply as follows: 
1. To personally appear at the Public Defende.~!flf{f~geated at 231 4th Avenue North, 
Twin Falls Idaho on ,mmeOiately·O.., 20 at , , , 
____ a.m.lp.m. unless private counsel has been retained. 
2. To keep the Public Defender's Office notified of your residential address, mailing 
address, phone number and place of employment. 
3. To personally appear at and to keep each appointment with your Public Defender and 
the Court. 
FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS ORDER will result in the forfeiture of any bail posted or the 
revocation of your recognizance release, a warrant for your arrest and may result in the filing of 
contempt charges. 
GOOD CAUSE HAVING BEEN SHOWN, the Public Defender of Twin Falls County is hereby 
appointed to represent you. You may be ordered to reimburse Twin Falls County Idaho for all or 
part of the cost of legal representation. 






ORDER TO APPEAR - 1 
000020
-
V\JeA-vct l '?b vi 
\)t)~ t. z-1l4~. • r",-- '''~ ... ,. , 
Cf{ 
)1,)1/\lvll,U;;i\! 
1/ //J ()"'" PROMISE TO APPEAR 1 '/,':;'; FAllS CO ID :\: I, - - IV . f'-Il EO' , " '-
ttf-II-I°8";tEREBY Promise to appear before the District Court of the Fifth JUdHc:QctDi.actA$f f1te5o 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls, MAGISTRATE DIVISION, IOfPled in the Judicial 
Annex Building, next to the County Courthouse, in Twin Falls, Idaho, within five 151 days ~.-;';~I­
eluding Saturday and Sunday of my release from custody, for arraignme.nt....b§.~9re~a~d C~'r! " I Y 
DATED This .. Jl~ .... day of .. ()dobe.y........ ........ 20.11... . 
. ~ 
YOU ARE TO APPEAR, S~ ............... , the Jy ..... day of .'OLWkf:( ...... ,20.lL. 
at .. q.:-:.'d ....... p.m. . 
~ .............. ~)J.~ ..............  [/ .. t:':. Signa,u," 
.TWIN FALLS PRINTING 
000021
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OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys at Law 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0126 
Telephone: (208) 734-1155 
Fax: (208) 734-1161 
• 
i •... .. ~ .. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 










Plaintiff, Case No. CR II - ID8ultJ 




TO: GRANT P. LOEBS, Prosecutor for the County of Twin Falls, State of Idaho, 
and his agents: 
The Defendant in the above-entitled case by and through his/her attorney, Marilyn 
B. Paul, and her agents, does hereby request, pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho Criminal 
Rules, discovery and inspection of the following information, evidence, and materials: 
1) Pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-6708, Rule 16 of the Idaho Criminal Rules, 
Article 1 § 13 of the Idaho Constitution, the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United 
States Constitution, and United States Code Annotated 18-2518, the Defense requests 
immediate disclosures of the dates and times of any interceptions of any wire or oral 
communications of Defendant, the contents of any wire or oral communications of Defendant 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND INSPECTION - 1 - 000022
• • 
or evidence derived therefrom, a copy of the application and Order authorizing interception 
of any oral or wire communications of defendant, the date of the entry and the period 
authorized, any authorization to intercept wire or oral communications of Defendant or 
intercept surveillance of telephones listed in Defendant's name, or at Defendant's home or 
place of business. 
2) The Defense requests access to the original tapes of all taped telephone 
contacts and/or "body wire" surveillance contacts by any person at any time with the 
Defendant and/or other persons during the course of the criminal investigation of the 
Defendant. 
3) The Defense requests to be a copy of any written agreement of cooperation 
with any witness expected to be called at trial or who were utilized in the investigation of this 
criminal action, any and all Confidential Informant supervision documents, full records of 
payment to any Confidential Informant, police reports of any crimes in which any State's 
witness was suspect, the identity of any probation and/or parole officer that was supervising 
any State's witness, and any and all probation and/or parole records pertaining to any State's 
witness. 
4) Any material or information within your possession or control, or which 
hereafter comes into your possession or control, which tends to negate the guilt of the 
accused as to the offense charged or which would tend to reduce the punishment therefore. 
This request extends to material and information in the possession or control of members of 
your staff and of any others who have participated in the investigation or evaluation of the 
case who either regularly report, or with reference to the particular case have reported to the 
office of the prosecuting attorney; 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND INSPECTION - 2- 000023
• • 
5) Any relevant written or recorded statements made by the Defendant, or copies 
thereof, within the possession, custody, or control of the State the existence of which is 
known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the exercise of due diligence; and also 
the substance of any relevant oral statement made by the Defendant whether before or after 
arrest to a peace officer, prosecuting attorney, or his agent; and any recorded testimony of 
the Defendant before a grand jury which relates to the offense charged; 
6) The prior criminal record of the Defendant, if any, as is now or may become 
available to the prosecuting attorney; 
7) Any written or recorded statements of a co-defendant; including but not 
limited to the substance of any relevant oral statements made by a co-defendant, whether 
before or after arrest in response to interrogation by any person. 
8) Any books, papers, documents, photographs, tangible objects, buildings or 
places, or copies or portions thereof, which are in the possession, custody, or control of the 
prosecuting attorney which are material to the preparation of the defense, or intended for use 
by the prosecutor as evidence at trial, or obtained from or belonging to the Defendant; 
9) Any results or reports of physical or mental examinations, and of scientific 
tests or experiments made in connection with a particular case, or copies thereof, within the 
possession, custody, or control of the prosecuting attorney, the existence of which is known 
or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the exercise of due diligence; 
10) A written list of the names and addresses of all persons having knowledge of 
relevant facts who may be called by the state as witnesses at the trial, together with any 
record of prior convictions of any such person which is within the knowledge of the 
prosecuting attorney or his agents or to any official involved in the investigatory process of 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND INSPECTION - 3 - 000024
• • 
the case; 
11) The statements made by the above listed prosecution witness or any prospective 
prosecution witnesses to the prosecuting attorney or his agents or to any official involved in 
the investigatory process of this case. 
12) Any reports and memoranda in your possession which were made by a police 
officer or investigator in connection with the investigation or prosecution of the case. For 
all law enforcement notes including handwritten notes. 
13) The Defense requests pursuant to Idaho Rule of Criminal Procedure 16(b )(8) and 
I.R.E. 705 that the Prosecution provide the Defense with the qualifications of any person to 
be tendered as an expert witness in this prosecution pursuant to IRE 702; the facts and data 
upon which the offered expert bases any opinion or inference they will be offering in this 
prosecution; a complete content of any expert opinion the prosecution will offer as assisting 
the trier of fact to understand the evidence or determine any fact at issue in this criminal 
prosecution. 
Defendant requests that the above information be delivered to counsel within fourteen 
(14) days of the date of this request, or if not deliverable, the undersigned requests 
permission to inspect and copy said information, evidence and materials on the --II;)~lI_--
day of D~\)\.::> ,2011, at the hour of3:00 P.M. 
DA TED This_\.>.c;6..~_ day of ~D":> , 2011. 
PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE 
By: !Ik/ptt~ 
Marilyn B. Paul 
Chief Public Defender 




CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVER Y AND INSPECTION to be delivered to the office of Grant Loebs 
on the ---,'=a-,--_ day of ~ \") , 2011. 
KYI~ar 
Officer Manager 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND INSPECTION - 5 - 000026
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OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys at Law 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0126 
Telephone: (208) 734-1155 
Fax: (208) 734-1161 
zr1~[:CT f2 Fi1 
: i _. ""~"_ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 














RESPONSE TO REQUEST 
FOR DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW, the Defendant, by and through his/her attorney and submits the 
following Response to Request for Discovery: 
1. The Defendant has no copy or photograph books, papers, documents, 
photographs, tangible objects or copies or portions thereof, which are intended to be 
produced as evidence at trial at this time. 
2. The Defendant has no copy of photograph results or reports of physical or 
mental examinations, scientific tests of experiments made in connection with this case 
that the Defendant intends to provide as evidence at trial at this time. 
3. The defense may call the Defendant in this action; Leroy Ramos, 
Investigator for the Office ofthe Public Defender in addition to those witnesses listed in 
the State's Response to Discovery and Supplemental Response to Discovery, if any. 
Defendant objects to the remainder of information requested as beyond the scope of 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST TO DISCOVERY - 1 
000027
• - "1 • • 
permissible Discovery under LC.R. 16. 
4. That in the event the Defendant discovers additional evidence or witnesses to 
be called at trial, prior to and during trial, evidence will be subjected to inspection by the 
Prosecuting Attorney, and Defendant reserves the right to file Supplemental Responses 
with respect to any additional evidence or witnesses. 
5. In response to the Prosecution's request for notice of alibi, the Defendant 
requests written notice of the exact location of the subject offense or offenses. 
DATED this --'.ra .............. __ day of D~Oe\),::> ,2011. 
OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Marilyn B. Paul 
Chief Public Defender 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I, the undersigned, hereby certifY that I caused a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY to be forwarded, via 
courthouse mail, to the office of the Prosecuting Attorney, County of Twin Falls, Idaho, 
on the --.-..:J!'~'--"--_ day of DUo~ ,2011. 
Kyle ar 
Office Manager 





for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR 11-10866 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
TO: OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER, Attorney of Record for the above-named 
defendant. 
COMES NOW, the Twin Falls County Prosecuting Attorney's Office by and through its 
Attorney of Record, Peter Hatch, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and does hereby request, 
pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho Criminal Rules, discovery and inspection of the following 
information, evidence, and materials: 
1. To furnish the Prosecuting Attorney's Office with copies of any photograph books, 
Request for Discovery - 1 Updated 3-8-2011 
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• • 
papers, documents, photographs, tangible objects or copies or portions thereof, which are within 
the possession, custody, or control of the defendant, and which defendant intends to introduce in 
evidence at the trial. 
2. To provide the Prosecuting Attorney's Office with copies of any results or reports of 
physical or mental examinations and scientific tests or experiments made in connection with this 
case, or copies thereof, within the possession or control of the defendant, which the defendant 
intends to introduce in evidence at the trial or which were prepared by a witness whom the 
defendant intends to call at the trial when the results or reports relate to testimony of the witness. 
3. To furnish the Prosecuting Attorney's Office a list of names, addresses, and phone 
numbers of witnesses he intends to call at trial as well as a detailed summary of said witness' 
expected testimony. 
4. Please provide, pursuant to LR.E. 705, the names, addresses and credentials of expert 
witnesses expected to testify at the trial of this cause. Also set forth the facts and data upon 
which the expert(s) will rely, and the opinion(s) to be given by such expert(s). 
5. That if, subsequent to compliance with this request and prior to or during trial, the 
defendant discovers additional witnesses, or decides to use any additional evidence, or witnesses, 
and such evidence is or may be subject to discovery and inspection under prior order ofthis 
court, that the defendant promptly notify the Prosecuting Attorney's Office and the court of the 
existence of additional evidence and/or names of additional witnesses to allow the State to make 
an appropriate motion for additional discovery or inspection. 
In addition to the above requested information pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho Criminal 
Rules, Grant P. Loebs, Prosecuting Attorney for Twin Falls county, hereby request, pursuant to 
Request for Discovery - 2 Updated 3-8-2011 
000030
• • 
Rule 12.1 and Idaho Code Section 19-519, the defendant to furnish to the Prosecuting Attorney's 
Office within ten (10) days or at such other time as the court directs, Defendant's Notice of Alibi 
and Notice of Defense of Alibi stating specifically the place or places at which the defendant 
claims to have been at the time of the alleged offense(s) and the name(s) and addressees) of the 
witness( es) upon whom he intend to rely to establish such alibi. 
In addition if prior to or during trial defendant learns of additional witnesses whose 
identity should have been included as required in Subsection 1 of Idaho Code Section 19-519, the 
defendant shall promptly notify the Prosecuting Attorney's Office of the existence and identity of 
the witnesses. 
The undersigned further requests permission to inspect and copy said information, 
evidence, and materials if they have not been received in this office within two weeks of the date 
of this request. 
DATED this JL day OC±-f")b~".r 2011. 
~~ 
Peter Hatch 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Request for Discovery - 3 Updated 3·8-2011 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of----'O:t .... · <C..=.-'----___ 2011, I served a copy of the 
foregoing REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY by placing a copy of same into the mail slot for 
OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER located at the District Court Services Office and for 
delivery on the regular delivery route made every morning and afternoon to all Courthouse 
offices receiving mail from the Prosecutor's Office. 
~ a. \Jf ctvi"", 
E1iZabetAVedVig d 
Legal Assistant 
Request for Discovery - 4 Updated 3-8-2011 
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GRANT P. LOEBS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
• 
for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
, ,_ ,.;t 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR 11-10866 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR 
DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW, the Twin Falls County Prosecuting Attorney's Office by and through its 
Attorney of Record, Peter Hatch, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and submits the following 
response to the Request for Discovery pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16: 
The State of Idaho has complied with such request by: 
A. Attaching any material or information within the prosecuting attorney's 
possession or control which tends to negate the guilt of the accused as to the offense charged or 
which would tend to reduce the punishment therefor. 
Response to Request for Discovery - 1 Updated 3-8-2011 
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B. Attaching copies of reports and memoranda in possession of the prosecuting 
attorney which were made by a police officer or investigator in connection with the investigation 
or prosecution of the case. 
C. Attaching a copy of the defendant's prior criminal record that is within the 
knowledge of the prosecuting attorney. 
D. Attaching copies of statements made by prosecution witnesses or prospective 
prosecution witnesses to the prosecuting attorney or the prosecuting attorney's agents or to any 
official involved in the investigatory process of this case, unless a protective order is issued as 
provided in Criminal Rule 16 (k). 
E. Attaching a written summary or report of any testimony that the State intends to 
introduce pursuant to Rules 702, 703 or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence at trial or hearing. 
F. Attaching pages _......:D=-....!l_---'[)-t=----'-'· ~=-____ . Although the State has made 
every effort to fully comply with its duty to disclose evidence pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 
16, that does not alleviate the defendant or defense counsel of his/her responsibility to inspect 
and or copy evidence mentioned in sections G and H. 
G. Permitting the defendant to inspect and copy or photograph any relevant written or 
recorded statements made by the defendant that are in the possession, custody or control of the 
State, the existence of which is known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the exercise 
of due diligence; and the substance of any relevant, oral statement made by the defendant 
whether before or after arrest to a peace officer, prosecuting attorney or the prosecuting 
attorney's agent; and the recorded testimony of the defendant before a grand jury which relates to 
the offense charged. 
Response to Request for Discovery - 2 Updated 3-8-2011 
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H. Permitting the defendant to inspect and copy or photograph any written or 
recorded statements of a co-defendant; and the substance of any relevant oral statement made by 
a co-defendant whether before or after arrest in response to interrogation by any person known by 
the co-defendant to be a peace officer or agent of the prosecuting attorney. The defendant is 
permitted to inspect and copy or photograph books, papers, documents, photographs, tangible 
objects, buildings, or places, or copies or portions thereof, which are in the possession, custody 
or control of the prosecuting attorney and which are material to the preparation of the defense, or 
intended for use by the prosecutor as evidence at trial, or obtained from or belonging to the 
defendant. If these items exist, they are disclosed in the State's discovery response and 
attachments (see section F above) and in any supplemental responses and attachments. 
I. Permitting the defendant to inspect and/or copy the items mentioned in sections G 
and H, which are in the possession of the following prosecuting/police agencies: 
Twin Falls County Prosecuting Attorney's Office, Twin Falls County Sheriffs Office 
Reasonable arrangements for inspection and/or copying materials within the possession 
of the Twin Falls County Prosecuting Attorney's Office may be made by phoning (208) 736-
4020. 
In order to assist in facilitating the defendant/defense counsel in the inspection/copying of 
the materials mentioned in sections G and H, the State has attached a release. 
Response to Request for Discovery - 3 Updated 3-8-2011 
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J. Providing the following substance of any relevant oral statements made by a defendant 
or co-defendant to the Twin Falls County Prosecuting Attorney or his agents: 
See- oh~~t aY ~.r-oL,~{~ CCUAS-e-
K. Providing the following witness list: 
WITNESS ADDRESS 
Any prior felony convictions of these individuals that are within the knowledge of the 
prosecuting attorney are attached with the documents in subsection F. 
The State reserves the right to call any of the above listed witnesses and use any of the 
evidence referred to in this Response to Discovery, Supplemental Response(s) to Discovery, and 
the accompanying attachments of those documents at trial. 





The State reserves the right to supplement discovery as information becomes available 
and to call any or all witnesses listed by the Defense. 
DATED this ---l--2- day Of--'C2~C.~+O;.t..C:~..u..~=-___  
Peter Hatch 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Response to Request for Discovery - 5 Updated 3-8-2011 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of ()ct 2011, I served a copy of the 
foregoing RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY by placing a copy of same into the 
mail slot for OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER located at the District Court Services 
Office and for delivery on the regular delivery route made every morning and afternoon to all 
Courthouse offices receiving mail from the Prosecutor's Office. 
~Q\.2edv\~ EiiZabAVedVig 
Legal Assistant 
Response to Request for Discovery - 6 Updated 3·8·2011 
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IN THE DI.ICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL .RICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWI~mibT COURT 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION TWIN FALLS CO. IDAHO 
FILED 
MINUTES FOR PRELIMINARY HEARING 
JUDGE:J~  
DEPUTY CLERK:/AIUfJ1 




THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS~ 
av{, L~I1Yl vJtwrL 
D endant. 
ATTY: \A1a.clL t+~dtv 
D In Custody D Not Present D Failed to Appear 
THE DEFENDANT IS C":/):GED WITH~ 
~ M.JAI1('tOt1 
COURT REVIEWED THE FILE. 
COURT READ THE COMPLAINT. COUNSEL WAIVED READING. 
DEFENDANT WAIVED PRELIMINARY HEARING. WRITTEN WAIVER FILED 
DEFENDANT WAIVED SPEEDY PRELIMINARY HEARING. X WRITTEN WAIVER FILED 
COURT GAVE THE DEFENDANT HIS/HER RIGHTS IN THIS MATTER. 
WRITTEN OFFER SIGNED BY DEFENDANT AND FILED WITH THE COURT. 
COURT ACCEPTED WAIVER. 
DEFENDANT WAS BOUND OVER TO DISTRICT COURT. 
STATE I PEFENSE REQUE.~TED A CONTINU~NCA. 
CONTINUED TO: II -\1) -xl L\:t ~: '5 
PRELIMINARY HEARING TO BE HELD SEE PAGE 2 
COUNSEL MOVED FOR THE EXCLUSION OF WITNESSES COURT GRANTED. 
DEFENDANT BOUND OVER AFTER PRELIM 
CASE DISMISSED/REDUCED AFTER PRELIM 
COUNSEL MOVED FOR BOND REDUCTION. 
BOND WILL REMAIN THE SAME. O.R. RELEASE 
BOND RESET AT $ (BOND IS FOR THIS CASE ONLY, UNLESS OTHERWISE POSTED) 
DEFENDANT TO ENROLL IN COURT COMPLIANCE UPON RELEASE/BOND 
CONDITIONS OF BOND: ____________________________ _ 
STATE DISMISSED THE CHARGE(S) _____________________ _ 
STATE REDUCED THE CHARGE(S) TO: ___________________ _ 
COURT GAVE DEFENDANT HIS/HER RIGHTS IN THIS MATTER. 
DEFENDANT ENTERED GUILTY PLEA TO THE REDUCED CHARGE. 
COURT ACCEPTED PLEA. SET FOR SENTENCING ON ___________ _ 
COMMENTS:, _________________________________ _ 
000039
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 0 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY F 
MAGISTRATE COURT 











Case No. CR 11- )D& 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
to r', LYAll !J~ tel , 
Defendant. 
TIME WAIVER FOR 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
-------------------------) 
I understand that I have the right to have a preliminary hearing conducted within 
14 days of my initial appearance if I am in custody, and within 21 days of my initial 
appearance if I have posted bailor have otherwise been released from custody. By 
executing this document, I preserve my right to have a preliminary hearing, but waive 
my right to have the preliminary hearing held within the above time constraints. 
I further acknowledge that the preliminary hearing will be rescheduled at the 
court's convenience and that the preliminary hearing can be held beyond the times 
required by Idaho Criminal Rule 5.1. There have been no promises made to me in 
exchange for executing this waiver. 
DATED thiS:») day of 0&, 20 I! 
TIME WAIVER FOR PRELIMINARY HEARING 000040
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DIST~II'~~8UI~lHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF lWIN'PA1rtt':E0 • 
427 Shoshone Street North 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301 2011 OCT 21 PH I: 38 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) BY 
Plaintiff. ) CLERK 
vs. ) R-2011-0010866 
) DEPUTY 
Kori Lynn Ward ) ARING 
 ) 
Kimberly, 10 83341 ) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
DOB:  ) 
DL:  10 ) 
) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for: 
Preliminary Thursday, November 10, 2011 08: 15 AM 
Judge: Honorable Thomas D. Kershaw Jr. 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by 
the Court and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as 
follows on this date Friday, October 21,2011. 
Alternate Judges: Notice is hereby given that the presiding judge assigned to this case 
intends to utilize the provisions of I.C.R. 25 (a)(6). Notice is also given that if there are 
multiple defendants, any disqualification pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a)(1) is subject to a prior 
determination under I.C.R. 25(a)(3). The panel of alternate judges consists of the 
following judges who have otherwise not been disqualified in this action: Judges Bollar, 
Borresen, Cannon, Duff, Harris, Hodges, Holloway, Ingram, Israel, Kershaw, Redman, 
Robinson, and Walker. 
Defendant: Kori Lynn Ward 
Private Counsel: 
Marilyn Paul 
Twin Falls Public Defender 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls 10 83303-0126 
Prosecutor: Grant Loebs 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Mailed, __ Hand Delivered --
Mailed, __ Hand Delivered Court Box 
Mailed. __ Hand Delivered Court Box 
Dated: Friday, October 21, 2011 
Kristina GI scock --Clerk f the District Court 
000041
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRI~ cAH flHi3 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY CJJIY TWIN FALLS 
MAGISTRATE COURT ~---.;--_ 
I"LfRK '-. 
~DEPIJT\ 












WAIVER OF PRELIMINARY HEARING 
vs. 




By signing this document, the undersigned defendant hereby waives the right to 
have a preliminary hearing in this matter. By waiving my right to have a preliminary 
hearing, I am not admitting guilt in this matter, but am acknowledging that the state 
could produce sufficient evidence for the court to bind me over to the district court to 
answer to the charge of: fDCSftJe1~ .~ , I understand that by waiving the 
preliminary hearing, the magistrate will bind the case over to district court for me to 
answer these charge(s). 
I have discussed the consequences of waiving the preliminary hearing with my 
attorney. Being fully advised, I hereby waive my right to a preliminary hearing in this 
WAIVER OF PRELIMINARY HEARING 1 
000042
------~ '.--- . ... ~ .. ¥"-~
IN TH~TRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICI~DlSTRICT 
OF THE ST1if' OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN~F TWIN FALLS 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
DISTRICT COURT 
.tlllJ1 FALLS CO. IDAHO 
JUDGE:~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
DEPUTYCLERK~: __ ~~~~~~?-___ 
CASE # 'J 
DATE: ___ --=-;:_'/_-=-:P1~....:. j/ __ F_IL_E_O __ 
TIME: JU(6lnV4lJ 1!iO: 48 
TAPE: ==------.:~~~tl" ~9~====::::;;:~ 
COURTROOM: ~ CLERK 




D In Custody D Not Present D Failed to Appear 
THE DEFENDANT I~:D WIT~: 
~/A4ttn 01 
x • 
COURT REVIEWED THE FILE. .. / // 9 1/ 
COURT READ THE COMPLAINT. COUNSEL WAIVED READING. ~,v . - -
DEFENDANT WAIVED PRELIMINARY HEARING. X WRITTEN WAIVER FILED 
DEFENDANT WAIVED SPEEDY PRELIMINARY HEARING. WRITTEN WAIVER FILED 
COURT GAVE THE DEFENDANT HIS/HER RIGHTS IN THIS MATTER. 
WRITTEN OFFER SIGNED BY DEFENDANT AND FILED WITH THE COURT. 
COURT ACCEPTED WAIVER. 
DEFENDANT WAS BOUND OVER TO DISTRICT COURT. 
STATE / DEFENSE REQUESTED A CONTINUANCE. 
CONTINUED TO: ______________________________________ __ 
PRELIMINARY HEARING TO BE HELD SEE PAGE 2 
COUNSEL MOVED FOR THE EXCLUSION OF WITNESSES COURT GRANTED. 
DEFENDANT BOUND OVER AFTER PRELIM 
CASE DISMISSED/REDUCED AFTER PRELIM 
COUNSEL MOVED FOR BOND REDUCTION. 
BOND WILL REMAIN THE SAME. O.R. RELEASE 
BOND RESET AT $ (BOND IS FOR THIS CASE ONLY, UNLESS OTHERWISE POSTED) 
DEFENDANT TO ENROLL IN COURT COMPLIANCE UPON RELEASE/BOND 
CONDITIONS OF BOND: __________________________________________ _ 
STATE DISMISSED THE CHARGE(S) __________________________________ _ 
STATE REDUCED THE CHARGE(S) TO: ________________________________ _ 
COURT GAVE DEFENDANT HIS/HER RIGHTS IN THIS MATTER. 
DEFENDANT ENTERED GUILTY PLEA TO THE REDUCED CHARGE. 
COURT ACCEPTED PLEA. SET FOR SENTENCING ON ________________ __ 
COMMENTS: _________________________________________________________ _ 
I! 
000043
• • DISTRICT COURT 1 WIN FALLS CO. IDAHO 
FILED 
2011 NOV to AM 10: 48 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICfAC DIS I Riel OE1"ERtE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 2300 OEPUTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











Case No. CR-2011-0010866 
ORDER HOLDING 
DEFENDANT TO ANSWER TO 
DISTRICT COURT 
---------------------------) 
}ii·VDefendant having freely, knowingly and voluntarily waived a preliminary 
hearing, I order that defendant be held to answer to the charge(s) of: 
137-2732(C)(1) Controlled Substance-Possession of in the District Court. 
From the evidence presented, I find that the offense(s) of: 
137 -2732(C)(1) Controlled Substance-Possession of has/have been 
committed and there is sufficient cause to believe the defendant is guilty 
thereof. I order that defendant be held to answer in the District Court. 
DATED _____ \O ____ ~ __ O_v ____ ~_~ __ l\ __ _ 
CC: Grant Loebs 
Marilyn Paul 
Magistrate Judge 
ORDER HOLDING DEFENDANT TO ANSWER TO DISTRICT COURT - 1 
000044
• DISTRICT COURT lWIN FALLS CO. IDAHO 
FILED 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 2011 NOV 10 
427 Shoshone Street North 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301 
CLERK 













--~ ......... =--___ DEPUTY 
vs. 
Kori Lynn Ward 
 
Kimberly, ID 83341 
Defendant. 
DOB:  
DL:  I D 
CASE NO: CR-2011-0010866 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
------------------------------------) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for: 
Arraignment Monday, November 21, 2011 08:30 AM 
Judge: Honorable G. Richard Bevan 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by 
the Court and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as 
follows on this date Thursday, November 10, 2011. 
Alternate Judges: Notice is hereby given that the presiding judge assigned to this case 
intends to utilize the provisions of I.C.R. 25(a)(6). Notice is given that if there are multiple 
defendants, any disqualification pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a)(1) is subject to prior 
determination under I.C.R. 25(a)(3). The panel of alternate judges consists of the 
following judges who have otherwise not been disqualified in this action: Judges Brody, 
Butler, Crabtree, Elgee, Higer, Hurlbutt, Meehl, St. Clair, Stoker, Wildman and Wood. 
Defendant: Kori Lynn Ward 
Private Counsel: 
Marilyn Paul 
Twin Falls Public Defender 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls ID 83303-0126 
Prosecutor: Grant Loebs 




Hand Delivered __ 
Box ~ 
Box ~ 
Dated: Thursday, November 10, 2011 




GRANT P. LOEBS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
• 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
20 II NOV 14 PM 3~ '4 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR 11-10866 
INFORMATION FOR A FELONY, NAMELY: 
Possession of a Controlled Substance 
DOB:  
SSN:  
Peter Hatch, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Twin Falls County, State ofIdaho, who in 
the name and by the authority of said State, prosecutes in its behalf, in proper person, comes now 
into said District Court of the County of Twin Falls, State ofIdaho, and gives the Court to 
understand and be informed that KORI L YNN WARD, the above-named defendant, is accused 
by this Information of the crime of POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, a 
Felony. 




POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
Felony, I.C. 37-2732(c)(1) 
That the Defendant, KORI LYNN WARD, on or about the 18th day of September, 2011, 
in the County of Twin Falls, State of Idaho, possessed a controlled substance, to-wit: 
Methamphetamine and/or Amphetamine, a Schedule II controlled substance, in violation of 
Idaho Code Section 37-2732(c)(1). 
DATED this -LL day of November, 2011. 
Peter Hatch 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Information - 2 
000047
• • 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the I tf day of f\JeN , 2011, I served a copy of the 
foregoing Information, thereof into the mail slot for The Office of the Public Defender located 
at the District Court Services Office and for delivery on the regular delivery route made every 
morning and afternoon to all Courthouse offices receiving mail from the Prosecutor's Office. 
Information - 3 




GRANT P. LOEBS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
• 
for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
44 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR 11-10866 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW, the Twin Falls County Prosecuting Attorney's Office by and through its 
Attorney of Record, Peter Hatch, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and submits the following 
Supplemental Response to the Request for Discovery: 
1. Copy of supplements numbered D49 through D51. 
Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery - I 
000049
• • 
The State reserves the right to supplement discovery as information becomes available. 
DATED this --ll- day of A[.~ 
Peter Hatch 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery - 2 
000050
• • 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the --.l!:± day of-=--N-"--=cv---'-___ , 2011, I served a copy of the 
foregoing Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery, thereof into the mail slot for 
Office of the Public Defender located at the District Court Services Office and for delivery on 
the regular delivery route made every morning and afternoon to all Courthouse offices receiving 
mail from the Prosecutor's Office. 
Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery - 3 




• • OlSTRfCT COURT 
TWIN FAttS CO. IDAHO 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT oFf11l:fro 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
2011 NOV 21 PH 12: I 0 
JUDGE BEVAN CASE # CR-2O'11=ee16888 CI ERK .. 
CLERK S.BARTLETT 
REPORTER VIRGINIA BAILEY 
DATE 11/21/2011 ,/)(1...,. 
TIME 08:30 AM ::::t::J:...,L. DEPUTY 
COURTROOM 1 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
VS. 
KORI LYNN WARD 
CD '1'·04 
[ ] DEFENDANT IN CUSTODY 
CHARGES: ___ C~o~n~tr~o~lIe~dwS~u~~~t~an~c~e~-P~o~s~se~s~si~on~of~ __________________________________ __ 




[I( Prosecutor ~ fu.t.ou...)O:u..v 
[ ] Other __________ ---'= c..J::....--__ _ 
PROCEEDINGS AND ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: 
[ ] Defendant is informed of the charges against him/her and all legal rights including the righ~ to representation 
[ ] Defendant is advised of the effect of a guilty plea and the maximum penalties 
[ ] Defendant indicated that he/she understands rights and penalties 
[ ] Waived reading of the "Information" [] Name verified [~ublic Defender is confirmed/appointed 
[ ] ENTRY OF NOT GUlL TV PLEA: [ ] By defendant [] By the Court 
State's Attorney: ~----:-:--_--:::--=-:-__ __ 
___ # of days for trial Pre-Trial Jury Trial ___ ..,..-___________ _ 
Discovery Cutoff Status Hearing _______________________ _ 
[ ] ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA: [ ] Defendant duly sworn in and questioned by the Court 
Charge Amended to Pled to ____________________________ __ 
Counts to be Dismissed --:----:-__ -:---:--:--::--:--:-=::--_---:---:-__ :--:-:--::--
[ ] Enters plea knowingly, freely and voluntarily [ ] Plea accepted and adjudged guilty [] Plea/Offer Filed 
Sentencing Date __________ ..:..-----
[ ] Presentence Report ordered [ ] 19-2524 Substance Abuse Eval [ ] 19-2524 Mental Health Eval 
[ ] Updated PSR [ ] Psychosexual Eval [] Domestic Violence Eval [ ] Other Eval _______ _ 
[ ] Drug Court recommended Status Date _____________ _ 
BOND HEARING: [ ] Counsel addressed the Court 
[ ] Released on own recognizance [] Bond remains as set [] Bond re-set to _________________ -
Conditions of Release: [ ] Court Compliance [] Curfew of____ [ ] Remain on Probation 
[ ] Reside at _____________________________ [ ] __ Random UAs per week 
Other: Dd~ 1:0 \1.'1-1- Il ~ S'.4S G.w) 
000052
• • Fifth Judicial District County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
November 22, 2011 11 :22 AM 
By _____ ~~.~--------~ 
 Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
427 Shoshone Street North 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
Kori Lynn Ward 
 

















CASE NO: CR-2011-0010866 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~---) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for: 
Entry of Plea Monday, December 19, 2011 08:45 AM 
Judge: Honorable G. Richard Bevan 
Deputy Clerk 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the Court and 
on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on this date Tuesday, 
November 22, 2011. 
Alternate Judges: Notice is hereby given that the presiding judge assigned to this case intends to 
utilize the provisions of I.C.R. 25(a)(6). Notice is given that if there are multiple defendants, any 
disqualification pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a)(1) is subject to prior determination under I.C.R. 25(a)(3). The 
panel of alternate judges consists of the following judges who have otherwise not been disqualified in 
this action: Judges Brody, Butler, Crabtree, Elgee, Higer, Hurlbutt, Meehl, St. Clair, Stoker, Wildman 
and Wood. 
Defendant: Kori Lynn Ward 
Private Counsel: 
Marilyn Paul 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls ID 83303-0126 
Prosecutor: Grant Loebs 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Mailed Hand Delivered 
Mailed Box V 
V" 
Mailed Box 
Dated: Tuesday, November 22,2011 
Kristina Glascock --Clerk of t e District Court 
By ~ • oeputy5eIi( 
000053
DISTHICT COURT 
1 WIN FALLS CO. IDAHO 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTmJE"D-iE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF lWlN FALLS 
JUDGE BEVAN 
CLERK S.BARTLETT 
REPORTER VIRGINIA BAILEY 
COURTROOM 1 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
VS. 
KORI LYNN WARD 
2011 DEC 19 AM II: 54 
CASE # CR 2011-901 08lt,U{ 
DATE 12/19/2011 rl1!2 
TIME 08:45 AM DEPUTY 
CD \ID:'5t) '1 (\"2.~ 
I 
[ ] DEFENDANT IN CUSTODY 
CHARGES: __ ~C=o=n=tr~o=lIe=d~S=u=b=&=an=c=e~-P~o=s=se=s=si=on~m~ ____________________ __ 
[ ] ARRAIGNMENT [ ] STATUS [X] ENTRY OF PLEA [] BOND [ ] CHANGE OF PLEA 
APPEARANCES: 
[v1 Defendant \:t-:ts!'~ 
[vi'Def. Counsel \{)OdeAj'kr 
['\f'Prosecutor M%f\.U- Cole..., 
[ ] Other ________ •______ _ 
PROCEEDINGS AND ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: 
[ ] Defendant is informed of the charges against him/her and all legal rights including the right to representation 
[ ] Defendant is advised of the effect of a guilty plea and the maximum penalties 
[ ] Defendant indicated that he/she understands rights and penalties 
[ ] Waived reading of the "Information" [] Name verified [] Public Defender is confirmed/appointed 
[oJ ENTRY OF NOT GUILTY PLEA: [v(By defendant [ ] By the Court 
State's Attorney: -,-________ ::--
2- # of days for trial Pre-Trial 2. - \::, - \'2. Jury Trial _"'2...=..-_L=2:.=..---JlL...:L..=-___ _ 
Discovery Cutoff '2.. - \ 0:) 2- Status Hearing _____________ _ 
[ ] ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA: [ ] Defendant duly sworn in and questioned by the Court 
Charge Amended to Pled to ______________ _ 
Counts to be Dismissed --::-----:'_-:---:-_~-:-~_:_----~~,..... 
[ ] Enters plea knowingly, freely and voluntarily [ ] Plea accepted and adjudged guilty [] Plea/Offer Filed 
Sentencing Date :--_----:_-:--_---:-:-:--:-::--:---::--:-_ 
[ ] Presentence Report ordered [ ] 19-2524 Substance Abuse Eval [ ] 19-2524 Mental Health Eval 
[ ] Updated .PSR [ ] Psychosexual Eval [] Domestic Violence Eval [ ] Other Eval _____ _ 
[ ] Drug Court recommended Status Date __________ _ 
BOND HEARING: [ ] Counsel addressed the Court 
[ ] Released on own recognizance [] Bond remains as set [] Bond re-set to __________ _ 
Conditions of Release: [ ] Court Compliance [] Curfew of ____ [ ] Remain on Probation 
[ ] Reside at ________________ ' [ ] __ Random UAs per week 
Other:, _________________________________ _ 
000054
o/s······ 
T WI'I r' (11eT COUf)T 
t it Ji:. ,-;\ I I S /I. 
•• '~'~I- CO. {n/"H'n 
,. I -r .. \ I ' 
c ,r .. _ ,~~,. !....) v 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL ~!~~~lgT2CF l[~IP: (J3 
.J , --STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN·FALL-B·-::c-" 
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Case No: CR-2011-0010866 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KORI LYNN WARD, 
ORDER GOVERNING FURTHER 
CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS AND 
NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
Defendant. 
This matter came on for an Arraignment on November 21, 2011, before the 
Honorable G. Richard Bevan, District Judge. The above-named defendant appeared with 
counsel, Wade Hyder; the State of Idaho was represented by McKinzie Cole for Peter 
Hatch, Prosecuting Attorney for Twin Falls County, Idaho. An oral request and stipulation 
for mutual discovery having been entered before this court, the compliance date for 
discovery is set on or before February 10, 2012. 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as follows: 
NOTICE OF TRIAL: 
Jury Trial is set for February 22, 2012 at 9:00 am; 2 days are reserved 
for trial. 
1. Discovery: All parties will comply with the requirements of Rule 16, 
I.C.R., and use good faith and reasonable diligence in making timely 
compliance with all discovery; if an extension is necessary, a written request 
will be made on or before the compliance date set in this Order. 
2. Motions: Defendant is hereby ordered to file all pretrial motions governed by 
Rule12 of the Idaho Criminal Rules no later than 14 days after the compliance date 
set for discovery or otherwise show good cause, upon formal motion, why such 
time limits should be enlarged. All such motions must be brought on for hearing 
within fourteen (14) days after filing or forty-eight (48) hours before trial, whichever 
ORDER GOVERNING FURTHER CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS 
AND NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING - 1 
000055
is earlier. All motions in limine shall be in writing and filed no later than five (5) days 
prior to the pretrial conference. 
3. Motions to Suppress: A motion to suppress evidence shall: 
(a)(1) describe the evidence sought to be suppressed; 
(a)(2) set forth the standing of the movant to make the application; 
and 
(a)(3) specify sufficient legal and factual grounds for the motion to 
give the opposing party reasonable notice of the issues and to 
enable the court to determine what proceedings are appropriate to 
address them. 
If an evidentiary hearing is requested, no written response to the motion by 
the non-moving party is required, unless the court orders otherwise. At the 
conclusion of the evidentiary hearing, the court may provide a reasonable 
time for all parties to respond to the issues of fact and law raised in the 
motion and at the hearing. 
4. Alternate Judges: Notice is hereby given that the presiding judge 
assigned to this case intends to utilize the provisions of LC.R. 25(a)(6). 
Notice is given that if there are multiple defendants, any disqualification 
pursuant to LC.R. 25(a)(1) is subject to prior determination under LC.R. 
25(a)(3). The panel of alternate judges consists of the following judges who 
have otherwise not been disqualified in this action: Judges Brody, Butler, 
Crabtree, Elgee, Higer, Hurlbutt, Meehl, St. Clair, Stoker, Wildman and 
Wood. 
5. Pretrial Conference: A Pretrial Conference will be held on February 
13,2012 at 11:00 am, wherein the defendant must be personally present in 
court. At this conference, each party shall: (A) provide the court with a 
completed exhibit list in the form attached to this order (Exh. 1 attached) 
together with one complete, duplicate marked set of that party's proposed 
exhibits for the Judge's use during trial; and (B) deliver to counsel for the 
other party a copy of the completed exhibit list and duplicate copy of that 
party's marked exhibits. Unless otherwise ordered, the State shall identify 
exhibits beginning with the number "1," and the defendant shall utilize 
exhibits beginning with the letter "A." Counsel for each party shall also 
deliver a written list of prospective witnesses to the court and counsel for all 
other parties at Pre-trial Conference. 
6. Exhibits: Counsel will meet with the clerk to mark and/or to stipulate to 
exhibits on the date of pretrial conference. 
ORDER GOVERNING FURTHER CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS 
AND NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING - 2 
000056
7. Witness List. Without regard to whether discovery concerning a party's 
witnesses has been propounded, not less than seven (7) days prior to trial, each 
party shall: (A) lodge with the Clerk a completed witness list together with a copy 
for the Judge's use during trial; and (B) deliver to Counsel for each other party a 
copy of the completed witness list. 
8. Jury Instructions: Pursuant to Rule 30(a), I.C.R, each party is directed 
to file written requests for jury instructions no later than five (5) days prior to 
the pretrial conference. 
Time calculations are governed by Idaho Criminal Rules. 
DATED this 
c: Grant Loebs 
Marilyn Paul 
Jury Commissioner 
ORDER GOVERNING FURTHER CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS 
AND NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING - 3 
,2011. 




______ , DISTRICT JUDGE CASE NO. ________ _ 
______ , DEPUTY CLERK 
______ , COURT REPORTER DATE: 
CASE: 
VS. 
NO. DESCRIPTION DATE 
ORDER GOVERNING FURTHER CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS 
AND NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING - 4 
ID OFFD OBJ ADMIT 
000058
GRANT P. LOEBS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
e 
. '0\5TR\Cl COURci~HO 
nHN fA.llS eg. \ 
FILE.; 
10\ \ OEC 30 PM 3: 09 
8'(-----cLER~-' 
~_-_lt~,-ntPuTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR 11-10866 
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 
ALTERNATE JUDGE 
COMES NOW, the Twin Falls County Prosecuting Attorney's Office, by and through its 
Attorney of Record, Grant P. Loebs, Prosecuting Attorney, and moves to disqualify alternate 
Judge Robert J. Elgee in the above-entitled case. Pursuant to LC.R. 25 this motion to disqualify 
is made without cause. 
DATEDthis~dayof ~ ... ~. ,2011. 
Grant P. Loebs 
Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY ALTERNATE JUDGE - I 
000059
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 3J day of---lioD.ec..:::>=::.l>o.<'~ ____ :' 2011, I served a copy of 
the foregoing MOTION TO DISQUALIFY ALTERNATE JUDGE thereof into the mail slot 
for OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER located at the District Court Services Office and 
for delivery on the regular delivery route made every morning and afternoon to all Courthouse 
offices receiving mail from the Prosecutor's Office. 




for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
2812 Jr,~J -3 PH 12: 0 I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR 11-10866 
ORDER OF DISQUALIFICATION 
Based on the State's Motion to Disqualify Alternate Judge and pursuant to I.C.R. 25, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Judge Robert J. Elgee be disqualified as an alternate 
Judge in the above-entitled case. 
DATEDthis2dayof ~tCNv . ,201~ 
a~-
District Judge 
ORDER OF DISQUALIFICA nON 
000061
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE , 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of :f0A...... , 20 nw served a copy of 
the foregoing ORDER OF DISQUALIFICATION thereof to the following: 
Grant P. Loebs 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Office of the Public Defender 
Attorney for Defendant 
ORDER OF DISQUALIFICA nON 
[~ Court Folder 
['1" Court Folder 
~~ 





for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
• • DIS TRIC T COURI 1 WIN FALLS CO .• IOArlO 
~if ~:-l 
i "~_. ', __ _ 
1012 JAN' I PH 3: 08 
BY __ 
--cLERk -sr. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR 11-10866 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW, the Twin Falls County Prosecuting Attorney's Office by and through its 
Attorney of Record, Peter Hatch, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and submits the following 
Supplemental Response to the Request for Discovery: 
1. Copy of supplements numbered D52 through D92. 
Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery - I 
-
OlitGlNAt:! 000063
r .. • • . ' 
The State reserves the right to supplement discovery as information becomes available. 
DATED this --1L day of 
Peter Hatch 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery - 2 
000064
• • 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the _,_ ( day of \ 1aJ) , 2012, I served a copy of the 
foregoing Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery, thereof into the mail slot for 
Office of the Public Defender located at the District Court Services Office and for delivery on 
the regular delivery route made every morning and afternoon to all Courthouse offices receiving 
mail from the Prosecutor's Office. 
~ Lkdvi ; EiiZath A. VedVigO 
Legal Assistant 
Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery - 3 
000065
JAN/13/2012/FRI 03:57 PM ROARK LAW FIRM 
,~ Bl/z3/2B12 14:24 28B~61 
. " JAN/13/2012/FRI 01: 15 PM ROARK LAW FIRM 
R. KEIT.H llOARK, ESQ. 
THE ROARK LAW P'IRM, UP 
Attomeya It Law 
409 North Maln Stteet 
Bail"1, Idaho 83333 
2OSn88-2427 
~ 2081788-3918 
Attomeya for Defmd8&lt. 
FAX No, 208 788 3918 
TFP~~R!Cl ai ' 
TVf'M~~,~~ ~81 f3M~ 
, F L~.~ L.. ,J 
2012 JAN 13 P~1 4: 0 I 
IN TBR D~TRlcr COtJltT OF mE P2P'I"H.1VDICIALD:rsnucr OF THE 
aTATS OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR. THE CO~'TY OF T\VIN FALLS 
STATE OP IDAHO, 
~~o.Clt-2011-10866 
P,001/006 
















COMBS NOWt Wade H:ydet" as T~ Falls PubliQ Defender. attomey of record for 
the above named ~ KoJi Ward. ad It. Keith RoIlZ'lt; of'Ihe lloa'k Law :fitm, LLP _ 
.hereby STn'ULA.TJ! AND AGRlm tlJat Mr. Rom shall be sub~ as counse[ ofrecord for 1he 
D~aDt in the above entitled action mel Mr. Hyde;- has ~ AD. futures notice, pleadings 
and O"tb.er :a11l11ings ~01l1d b6 ad~ to: lL Keith ltoadc. The R.oatt Law FUm. LIP 409 North 
Mmn_7, 83333 
DAlW this day of IIn'OAlY> 2012. 
'I'HEROAnIA W1'mM,~ 
By.~ 
STlPt1LAnONFORSUBSTIIUTION OF COUNSEL - 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the...J..:L day of January, 2012, I served a true and correct 
copy of the within and foregoing docmnent upon the attomey(s) named below in the manner noted: 
Twin Falls Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0126 
By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mailt postage prepai~ at the 
post office at Hailey, Idaho. 
By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attomey(s) at his offices in 
Hailey. Idaho. 
v' By telecopying copies of same to said attomey(s) at the telecopier number 
____ ~' and by then mailing copies of the same in the United States Mail. 
postage prepaid, at the post office at Hailey, Idaho. 
STIPULATION FOR SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL - 2 
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R. KEITH ROARK, ESQ. 
THE ROARK LAW FIRM, LLP 
AttomeyB at Law 
409 North Main S1reet 
Hailey. Idaho 83333 
20SnS8-2427 
Fax: 2081788M 3918 
Attorneys for Defendant. 
2012 JAN 13 PM 4: a I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH 1UPIClAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIm COUNTY OF TWIN' FALLS 
















Case No. CR-2011-10866 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho 
Criminal Rules requests discovery and inspection of the following informa.tiOD, evidence and 
materials: 
1. E~clllpatory o:r Brady v. Maryland Mater-iaL Any material or information 
within the prosecuting attorney's possession or control, or which hereafter comes into the 
prosecuting attorney's possession or control, which tends to negate the gUilt of the accused as to 
the offense charged or which would tend to reduce the punishment therefore. The obligations 
under this paragraph d;.tend to material and information in the possession or control of members 
of prosecuting attorney's staff and of any others who have participated in the investigation or 
evaluation of the case who either regularly report, or with reference to the particular case have 
reported, to the office of the prosecuting attorney. 
2. Rllle 404(b) Evidence. The general nature of evidence of other crimes, 
wrongs, or acts, the State intends to introduce at trial in accordance with the provisions of Rule 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - 1 
000068
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404(b) of the Idaho Rules of Evidence. 
3. Statements of defendant Any relevant written or recorded statements 
made by the defendant, or copies thereof: within the possession, custody or control of the state, 
the existence of which is known Or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the exercise of due 
diligence; and also the substance of any relevant. oral statement made by the defendant whether 
before or after arrest to a peace officer~ prosecuting attorney or the prosecuting attorney's agent; 
and the recorded testimony of the defendant before a grand jury which relates to the offense 
charged. 
4. Statement of a co-defendant Any written or recorded. statements of a co-
dcfondant; and the substance of any relevant oral statement made by a co-defendant whether 
before or after arrest in response to interrogation by any person known by the co-defendant to be 
a peace officer Or agent of the prosecuting attomey. 
5. Defendant's prior record A full and complete copy of the defendant's 
prior criminal record, if any, as is or may become available to the prosecuting attorney. 
6. Documents and tan';ble objects. Any books, papers, documents, 
photographs, tangible objects, buildings, or places, or copies or portions thereof, which are in the 
possession. custody or control of the prosecuting attorney and which are material to the 
preparation of the defense, or intended for use by the prosecutor as evidence at trial, or obtained. 
from or belonging to the defendant. 
7. Reports of ex:aminations and tests. Any results or reports of physical or 
mental exanrinations, and of scientific tests or experiments, made in connection with this case, 
or copies thereof, within the possession, custody or control of the prosecuting attorney, the 
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecuting attomey by the exercise of due 
diligence. 
8. State witnesses. A written list of the names and addresses of all persons 
having knowledge of relevant facts who may be called by the state as witnesses at the trial, 
together with any record of prior felony convictions of any such person which is within the 
REQUEST FO:R DISCOVERY - 2 
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knowledge of the prosecuting attorney and copies of any statements made by the prosecution 
witnesses or prospective prosecuting witnesses to the prosecuting attorney's agents or to any 
official involved in the investigatory process of the case unless a protective order is issued as 
provided in Rille 16(k). This request includes oral statements not otherwise written or recorded 
and includes as well notes made of such statements by any peace officer, prosecutor or agent of 
the prosecuting attorney. 
9. Expert witnesses. A written summary or report of any testimony that the 
state intends to introduce pursuant to Rules 702, 703 or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence at 
trial or hearing. The summary provided must describe the witness's opinions, the facts and data 
for those opinions, and the witness's qualifications. Disclosure .of expert opinions regaroing 
mental health shall also comply with the requirements oflC. §18-207. 
10. Ponce reports. All reports and memoranda which were made by a police 
officer or investigator in connection with the investigation Or ptosecution of the case. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that this REQUEST is made pmsuant to Ru1e 16 of 
the Idaho Criminal Rules and the Defendant objects to any so-called "informal response" to this 
request and demands that a full and formal response be filed in accordance with the before 
referenced Rule 16, LC.R. 
'DATED this ~c:; of January, 2012. 
THE ROARK. LAW FIRM, LLP 
By: 
R. Kei Roark ~ 
REQUEST FOR bISCOVE:RY - 3 
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CBRTWICA'W QF SERYlCE . 
~ 
I hereby certify that on the 11-day of January, 2012, I served a true and conect 
copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attomey(s) named below in the manner noted: 
Twin Falls Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0126 
c/ 
By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the 
post office at Hailey, Idaho. 
By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorney(s) at his offices in 
Hailey, Idaho. 
By telecopying copies of same to said attomey(s) at the telecopier number 
____ -', and by then mailing copies of the same in the United States Mail, 
postage prepaid, at the post office at Hailey, Idaho. 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - 4 
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TWIN FALLS COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys at Law 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Telephone: (208)734-1155 
Fax: (208) 734-1161 
ISB # 3982 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 















Case No. CR 2011-10866 
MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY 
--------------------------) 
COMES NOW the Defendant by and through counsel Wade F. Hyder, Deputy 
Public Defender, and moves this Honorable Court to order the Prosecution to provide to the 
Defense within three (3) days, the following items pursuant to LC.R. 16: 
1. Copies of any and all audio recordings of communications with law enforcement or 
dispatch on or about September 18, 2011 relative to the above captioned matter, 
including but not limited to any audio recordings of any communications to 
SIRCOMM. Defendant submits that this information should be produced as it is 
responsive to Defendant's Request for Discovery served October 12, 2011, 
Defendant's October 14, 2011 request for evidence from the Twin Falls County 
Sheriffs Department and ongoing communications between counsel since November 
7, 2011 regarding the Twin Falls County Sheriffs Department's communication of 
inability to provide the copy of the audio recordings from SIRCOMM due to staffing 
and equipment problems. 
MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY -1- 000072
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Sheriffs Department and ongoing communications between counsel since November 
7, 2011 regarding the Twin Falls County Sheriffs Department's communication of 
inability to provide the copy of the audio recordings from SIRCOMM due to staffing 
and equipment problems. 
WHEREFORE, for the foregoing reasons and for such reasons as may appear to 
this Honorable Court, the Defendant prays this Court grant her Motion to Compel Discovery. 
Defendant requests oral argument. 
Respectfully Submitted this 13th day of January, 2012. 
OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
~
\ 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing MOTION TO COMPEL to be delivered to the Twin Falls County Prosecutor, Grant 
Loebs, on the 13th day of January, 2012. 
MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY -2-
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TWIN FALLS COUNTY 
OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys at Law 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0126 
(208) 734-1155 
ISB # 3982 
• 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS, 















CASE NO. CR 2011-10866 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, Kori Ward, by and through her Attorney, 
Wade F. Hyder, Twin Falls County Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves this Honorable 
Court pursuant to I.C.R. 12(b)(3) and 47 to suppress all evidence obtained on September 18, 
2011. 
DEFENSE WILL SUBMIT A BRIEF. 
DEFENDANT REQUESTS ORAL ARGUMENT. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 13th day of January, 2012. 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion to 
Suppress was delivered to the following on the 13th day of January, 2012, by placing in the 
appropriate box at the Twin Falls County Courthouse. 
] Grant Loebs 
Twin Falls County Prosecuting Attorney 
[ ] Office of the Public Defender 
Twin Falls County 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 2 
000075
~ \ 
Twin Falls County 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
P.O. Box 126 
• 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0126 
ISB# 3982 
• 
2D'2 JAN' 3 PH 3: 00 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 






CASE NO. CR 11-10866 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO 
SUPPRESS 
COMES NOW the above named Defendant, Kori Ward, by and through her attorney 
Wade F. Hyder, Twin Falls County Deputy Public Defender, and hereby submits this 
Memorandum in Support of the Motion to Suppress, which was previously filed, or in the 
alternative, requests dismissal. 
FACTUAL SUMMARY 
The deputies initially approached the house because a separate reporting party had 
informed them that Ms. Ward may have slit her wrists at the location. Deputy Patterson knocked 
on the door and Ms. Ward answered. Deputy Patterson observed that Ms. Ward appeared to be 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
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intoxicated and had been crying, but did not observe whether or not her wrists had been cut. 
Instead of asking Ms. Ward to come outside Deputy Patterson instructed Ms. Ward to go deeper 
into her house and tum off the radio. When Ms. Ward allegedly failed to return or failed to 
comply with commands from the deputy, in a manner the deputy deemed timely, the deputy 
entered Ms. Ward's residence without a warrant. 
Once inside the deputies located Ms. Ward and escorted her back to the living room, 
where Ms. Ward's wrists were examined. The deputy then saw that Ms. Ward did have cuts on 
her upper forearm. Rather than take Ms. Ward to the paramedics, whom law enforcement had 
waiting down the road, Deputy Patterson decided that a search needed to be conducted for 
narcotics. Deputy Schulz was directed to start looking around for "something [Ms. Ward] might 
have taken." During this search the deputies allegedly located paraphernalia and controlled 
substances. 
ISSUE 
Did law enforcement have sufficient legal justification to enter Ms. Ward's residence? 
AUTHORITIES AND ARGUMENT 
I. Twin Falls County Deputies Did Not Have Sufficient Legal Justification to Enter 
Ms. Ward's Residence. 
A. The Community Caretaking Doctrine Does Not Apply to Searches of Homes. 
The U.S. Supreme Court set forth the community caretaking doctrine for searches in the 
case of Cady v. Dombrowski, 413 U.S. 433, 93 S.Ct. 2523 (1973), in the context ofa vehicle 
search. In that case, a police officer from Chicago visiting Wisconsin informed police there that 
he had been involved in a car accident. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
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Local officers picked him up and took him back to the accident scene. He appeared 
intoxicated to them and told them conflicting stories about what had occurred. He also told them 
that he was an out-of-state officer, leading them to believe that he might have been carrying a 
service weapon. 
Finding no weapon on him, one of the officers decided to check the front seat and glove 
compartment of his damaged car, but found nothing there either. Officers then had the car towed 
to a private garage where it was parked outside. They took the Chicago officer to the hospital for 
medical treatment, after which one of them returned to the car to resume a search for the Chicago 
officer's service weapon. Opening the car trunk, the officer discovered a number of items that 
linked the Chicago officer to a murder. 
The u.s. Supreme Court ruled that this search of the car was legal as it was the result of 
an officer's "community caretaking function[], totally divorced from the detection, investigation, 
or acquisition of evidence relating to the violation of a criminal statute." rd. at 441, 93 S.Ct. at 
2528. 
The Court's reasoning appeared to place much emphasis on a constitutional distinction 
between vehicles and homes. Since vehicles and traffic are heavily regulated, and cars can 
frequently become disabled or involved in accidents on public streets, there will inevitably be 
greater contact between motorists and officers concerning the vehicles than there will be contact 
between officers and residents in homes and businesses. 
While some police involvement with motorists and their vehicles occurs in the context of 
enforcing criminal statutes, the Court reasoned that much contact occurs when officers are acting 
as community caretakers, and is unrelated to criminal investigation. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
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The Court was very direct in contrasting vehicle searches from home searches, stating 
that a search of a car may be reasonable "although the result might be the opposite in a search of 
a home ... ," given the sanctity of the home. Id. at 440,93 S.Ct. at 2527 (internal citation 
omitted). In an earlier case, the Court emphasized that "[t]he physical entry of the home is the 
chief evil against which the wording of the Fourth Amendment is directed." United States v. 
United States Dist. Court/or Eastern Dist. o/Mich., 407 U.S. 297, 313 (1972). 
There is a split of authority among the federal circuits as to whether the community 
caretaking exception set forth in Cady applies to warrantless searches of the home. The majority 
of circuits have reasoned that the community caretaking doctrine announced in Cady is limited to 
searches of automobiles. 
The Ninth Circuit, in United States v. Erickson, 991 F.2d 529 (9th Cir.1993), reasoned 
that Cady was based on the distinction between vehicles and residences, stating that an officer 
acting as a community caretaker may only enter a building based on an already acknowledged 
exception to the warrant requirement, like exigent circumstances. 
The Seventh Circuit, adopted the same approach in United States v. Pichany, 687 F.2d 
204 (7th Cir.1982). This case involved a warrantless search of a privately owned warehouse. 
There the court limited the community caretaking doctrine to automobile searches and refused to 
create a "warehouse exception," even if the officers were acting as community caretakers. The 
court stated that: "[T]he plain import from the language of the Cady decision is that the Supreme 
Court did not intend to create a broad exception to the Fourth Amendment warrant requirement 
to apply whenever the police are acting in an 'investigative', rather than a 'criminal function.'" 
Id. at 208. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
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The Tenth Circuit also ruled that the community caretaking doctrine applies only to 
automobiles. United States v. Bute, 43 F.3d 531 (10th Cir.1994). In that case, the court found 
that the search of an old manufacturing plant under the auspices of the community caretaking 
doctrine was unconstitutional because the holding in Cady was based on the "constitutional 
difference" between searches of automobiles and searches of homes or businesses. 
In Ray v. Township o/Warren, 626 F.3d 170, 177 (3rd Cir. 2010), the Third Circuit 
joined in the majority view and held that the Supreme Court's decision in Cady was "expressly 
based on the distinction between automobiles and homes for Fourth Amendment purposes." 
There police had entered the home based on a report by a mother who was concerned for her 
child after she was unable to pick her up for court-ordered visitation. While the court stopped 
short of deciding if the community caretaking doctrine can ever apply outside the context of an 
automobile search, the court concluded that: "[I]n the context of a search of a home, [the 
community caretaking doctrine] does not override the warrant requirement of the Fourth 
Amendment or the carefully crafted and well-recognized exceptions to that requirement." Id. 
B. Exigent Circumstance Does Not Justify the Deputies' Illegal Entry. 
In Welsh v. Wisconsin, 466 U.S. 740,104 S.Ct. 2091 (1984), the United States Supreme 
Court addressed the question of when a police officer's warrantless entry into a private citizen's 
residence is justified. The Court stated: 
It is axiomatic that the "physical entry of the home is the chief evil against which the 
wording of the Fourth Amendment is directed." And a principal protection against 
unnecessary intrusions into private dwellings is the warrant requirement imposed by the 
Fourth Amendment on agents of the government who seek to enter the home for purposes 
of search or arrest. It is not surprising, therefore, that the Court has recognized, as "a 
'basic principle of Fourth Amendment law[,]' that searches and seizures inside a home 
without a warrant are presumptively unreasonable." 
Id. at 748-49, 104 S.Ct. 2091 (citations omitted). 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
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As the Idaho Supreme Court indicated in State v. Curl, 125 Idaho 224,869 P.2d 224 
(1993), "[t]his presumption is a strong one," and the government bears a "heavy burden" to show 
an exigent circumstance that necessitated immediate police action. Id. at 225, 869 P.2d at 225. 
The determinative inquiry is "whether the facts reveal 'a compelling need for official action and 
no time to secure a warrant.'" State v. Wren, 115 Idaho 618,624, 768 P.2d 1351, 1357 (Ct. App. 
1989) (quoting Michigan v. Tyler, 436 U.S. 499, 509, 98 S.Ct. 1942 (1978)). Circumstances that 
have been held to constitute an exigency include imminent risk of injury to persons or property, 
destruction of evidence or escape of a suspect. Wren, 115 Idaho at 624-25, 768 P.2d at 1357-58. 
Any search conducted pursuant to an exigency should be strictly circumscribed by that exigency 
and cannot be used to support a general exploratory search. State v. Wiedenheft, 136 Idaho 14, 
27 P.3d 873 (Ct. App. 2001). 
In State v. Kelly, 131 Idaho 774, 963 P.2d 1211 (Ct. App. 1998), the Idaho Court of 
Appeals held that a warrantless entry will not be justified by a police-created exigency, at least 
where the police conduct was unnecessary in view of available alternatives. The court concluded 
that to rule otherwise would allow officers to nullify the warrant requirement by needlessly 
creating an exigency. The court feared that "even well-meaning police officers 'may exploit 
such opportunities without sufficient regard for the privacy interests of the individuals 
involved.'" Id. at 777,963 P.2d at 1214. 
Here, the deputies originally met a compliant Ms. Ward at the front door. Instead of 
directing her to a location where the deputy was free to go, the deputy directed Ms. Ward deeper 
into her home - thereby creating a "need" for the deputy to follow. This was unnecessary when 
compared to a multitude of available alternatives. The deputy could have more easily directed 
the contact out of the home and to the waiting paramedics; if it was determined that Ms. Ward 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
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needed assistance. Because the claimed exigency was readily avoidable and was aggravated by 
the police deputies' own unnecessary action, it does not validate the warrantless entry. 
Once inside, the deputies began searching the home for "something [Ms. Ward] might 
have taken" in the form of "narcotics" or "pill bottles." This despite the fact that the deputy 
indicated that she saw nothing other than empty bottles of alcohol and smelled the odor of 
intoxicants on Ms. Ward. As such, there were no facts pointing to anything other than alcohol. 
The search was extended beyond those circumstances recognized as exigent and was the 
exploitation feared by the court in Kelly and Wiedenheft. 
CONCLUSION 
The deputies in this case entered Ms. Ward's home without sufficient legal justification. 
Due to the impropriety of the deputies' actions, it is asserted that all direct and indirect fruits of 
the illegal instrusion, including statements and any other evidence gathered, should be 
suppressed as fruit of the poisonous tree, or, in the alternative, this case should be dismissed. 
Wong Sun v. United States, 371 U.S. 471 (1963). This Motion is based upon the entire record in 
this matter and such further documentary and testimonial evidence as may be presented. 
Following the evidentiary hearing, the Defendant requests the right to submit a further 
memorandum of law in support of this Motion, as may be appropriate and necessary. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 13th day of January 2012. 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion to Suppress was delivered to the following on 
the 13th day of January, 2012, by placing in the appropriate box at the Twin Falls County 
Courthouse. 
[ Grant Loebs 
Twin Falls County Prosecuting Attorney 
Legal S ret 
2 
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"\.. . 
ROARK LAW FIRM • 
R. KEITH ROARK, ESQ. 
THE ROARK LAW FIRM, LLP 
Attorneys at Law 




Attorneys for Defendant. 
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IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF TIm FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Case No. CR-2011-10866 
Plainti~ ) 







TO: CLERK OF THE COURT 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on the 28th day of February, 2012, at 3:00 
o'clock p.m. of said day, or as soon thereafter as counsel can be he~ at the above named court at 
the Twin Falls County Courthouse, in the City of Hailey. County of Blaine, State of Idaho. the 
above named Defendant will call up her Motion to Suppress and Motion to Compel. 
?~ 
DATED this~yofFebruary, 2012. 
NOTICE OF HEARlNG - 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on lb. ~ ofFebJ:uary, 2012, I served a mu: and correct 
copy of the within and foregoing document UpOn the attomey(s) named below in the manner noted: 
Twin Falls Prosecuting Attomey 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0126 
KoriWard 
Via US Mail 
By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the 
post office at Hailey, Idaho. 
By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attomey(s) at his offices in 
Hailey, Idaho. 
/ By telecopying copies of same to said attomey(s) at the telecopier number 
____ --', and by then. mailing copies ofllie same in the United States Mail, 
postage prepaid, at the post office at Hailey, Idaho. 
NOTICE OF HE_tUUNG - 2 
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R. KEITH ROARK, ESQ. 
THE RO~LAW F~ LLP 
Attorneys at Law 




Attorneys for Defendant. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL PISTlUCT OF THE 
STAlE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FAlLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Case No. CR-2011-10866 
Plain~ ) 
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TO: Twin Falls County Clerk of the Comt 
COMES NOW, the Defendant Korl Ward, by and through her attorney of record, R. 
K.eith Roark of The Roark Law Firm, and the State of Idaho, by and through Peter Hatch, Twin 
Falls Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and hereby moves this comt for an ORDER vacating the Pre-
Trial Conference currently set for the 13th day of February, 2012 and the Jury Trial currently set for 
the 22nd day of February, 2012 and resetting them to a date and time convenient to the court and 
counseL The basis for this stipulation is that counsel for the Defendant just substituted in as 
attorney of record and these dates conflict with hearings that were previously scheduled. 
STIPULA TIOK TO CONT1)tLJE FRE· TRIAL CONFERENCE _AND rCRY TRIAL - 1 
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Additillnally, ~ bas ~ 8. Noti~ mlieating'to set the Motion to Suppress on the 281h day of 
Pe'bromr. 201.2-
J DA"TED this $OfFe1;numy.2012. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certifY that on the day of February, 2012, I served a true and correct ~
1::J-- ' 
copy of the within and foregoing documen: upon the attorney(s) named below in the manner noted: 
Twin Falls Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 126 
Twm Falls, Idaho 83303"0126 
J 
By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the 
post office at Hailey, Idaho. 
By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attomey(s) at his offices in 
Hailey, Idaho. 
By telecopying copies of same to said attorney(s) at the telecopier number 
____ ~' and by then mailing copies of the same in the United States Mail, 
postage prepaid, at the post office at Hailey, Idaho. 
STll'lJ1.ATIO:S- to CONTr,rUE PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE AND J1..TRY TRlt\L - 3 
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• Fifth Judicial District County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
February 9,2012 2:00 PM 
By ___ ~~~---------=~ 
U~ Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
427 Shoshone Street North 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
Kori Lynn Ward 
 

















CASE NO: CR-2011-0010866 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
~====~~==~~==~~~~-~=-~--) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for: 
Status Tuesday, February 21, 2012 09:30 AM 
Judge: Honorable G. Richard Bevan 
Deputy Clerk 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the Court and 
on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on this date Thursday, 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE WATE cfr/d-'lr./DAHO 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 12 HAR 23 p 
DISTRICT COURT £) y. '11 2: 25 --------:--COURT MINUTES ___ t\J/ CLERX-' 
CR-2011-0010866 State of Idaho vs. Kori Lynn Ward ~DEPUTY 
Hearing type: Motion to Suppress 
Hearing date: 3/23/2012 
Judge: G. Richard Bevan 
Courtroom: 1 
Court reporter: Virginia Bailey 
Minutes Clerk: Sharie Cooper 
Defense Attorney: R. Keith Roark 
Prosecutor: Peter Hatch 
Time: 10:11 am 
10:11 State's 1st witness, Krystn Patterson, called to the stand, sworn and examined by 
Mr. Hatch. 
10: 15 Witness identified defendant. 
10:21 Cross-examination by Mr. Roark. 
10:33 Redirect by Mr. Hatch. 
10:35 Objection by Mr. Roark, leading, sustained. 
10:37 Re-cross examination by Mr. Roark. 
10:38 Witness stepped down and was excused. 
10:40 State's 2nd witness, Neil Schulz, called to the stand, sworn and examined by Mr. 
Hatch. 
10:41 Defense stipulates to the identity of the defendant. 
10:46 Cross-examinat,ion by Mr. Roark. 
10:51 Objection by Mr. Hatch, argumentative, rephrase question. 
11 :01 Re-direct by Mr. Hatch. 
11 :02 Re-cross examination by Mr. Roark. 
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11 :04 Witness stepped down. State has no further evidence. 
11 :05 Discussion between Court and Counsel. 
Mr. Hatch will file his brief no later than April 20, 2012. Mr. Raork's brief will be due April 
27,2012. The Court will take this matter under advisement on May 1,2012 unless Mr. 
Hatch wants to provide reply briefing or oral argument is requested. 
11 :08 Defendant waives speedy trial. Trial will not be set until the motion to suppress is 
resolved. 
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Case No. CR 11-10866 
STATE'S MEMORANDUM 
OPPOSING DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
COMES NOW the Twin Falls County Prosecuting Attorney's Office by and through its 
Attorney of Record, Peter M. Hatch, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and hereby submits argument 
by memorandum opposing the defendant's Motion to Suppress heard on March 23,2012. 
FACTS 
On September 18, 2011 at approximately 11:20 pm Twin Falls County Sheriff Deputies 
Krystn Patterson and Neil Schulz were dispatched to a residence at 3033 N 3500 E in reference 
to a third party call that indicated that there was a female at that residence that was suicidal and 
who may have slit her wrists. They were subsequently notified that the subject's name was Kori 
STATE'S MEMORANDUM OPPOSING 




Ward. Upon arriving at the address, both deputies testified that they parked some distance from 
the residence; Deputy Patterson testified that it was approximately 1/8th of a mile away. Upon 
exiting their vehicles, both Deputies testified that they could hear loud music. 
As they approached the residence, the Deputies testified that that the front door of the 
residence was open and that only the screen door was closed, that it was dark outside, that the 
only lighting coming from the residence was a strange multi-colored lighting, and that the music 
was very loud. They also noted a spent shotgun shell casing on the porch, which they testified 
gave rise to the belief that there may be a firearm in the residence. 
The deputies testified that they positioned themselves on the porch, Deputy Patterson by 
the door and Deputy Schulz in a position where he could observe Deputy Patterson make contact 
with the occupant of the residence. Deputy Patterson knocked on the screen door and the 
defendant came to the doorway and opened the screen door. Deputy Patterson testified that the 
screen door opened outward and that she positioned herself so that she could keep the screen 
door open but did not, at that point, enter the residence. Deputy Patterson was able to observe 
that the defendant appeared to be emotionally upset, that she was crying and that she also 
appeared to be under the influence, that her movements and behavior were erratic. 
Deputy Patterson asked the defendant if she was Kori. She testified further on redirect 
that she had to ask the defendant several times before the defendant answered in the affirmative 
and it appeared that the defendant was having difficulty hearing her over the loud music. She 
asked the defendant to turn down the music so that they could talk. Deputy Patterson testified 
that she did not see, nor did she ask to see, the defendant's wrists at that time. Deputy Patterson 
specifically testified that she asked the defendant to turn down the stereo because the music 
appeared to be making it difficult for the defendant to hear her. 
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The defendant walked towards the stereo and pushed a button on the stereo that did not 
turn down the music, and, instead of returning to the door, she started to walk towards a hallway 
at the back of the room. Deputy Patterson asked the defendant to come back several times. 
Deputy Patterson testified that she had some concern for officer safety, but also the concern that 
the defendant may have intended on doing something to harm herself, perhaps barricading 
herself in a room in order to carry out and/or complete an attempt at suicide or other self-harm. 
At that point Deputy Patterson did enter the residence, and Deputy Schulz followed 
closely behind her. Deputy Patterson intercepted the defendant as she entered the hallway and 
escorted her back to the living room and had her sit down on the coffee table. Deputy Patterson 
and Deputy Schulz both noted the defendant's unsteady walk and erratic movement and her 
apparently distraught emotional state. Both deputies noted that it appeared that the defendant 
had been crying and Deputy Schulz noted that tears were still visible on the defendants face. 
She asked to see the defendant's wrists and noted that the left wrist had a number of 
shallow cuts or scratches and that there were deeper cuts further up the defendant's forearm that 
were bleeding but were not life threatening. Deputy Patterson testified on cross examination 
that, according to her report, that it was after this point in time that either she or Deputy Schulz 
contacted the paramedics that were staged some distance from the residence and asked them to 
come check out the defendant, although she was uncertain as to the exact sequence of events. 
Deputy Patterson testified that she attempted to speak to the defendant but that much of 
what the defendant was saying was too incoherent or garbled to make sense of. However, the 
deputy did testify that among the things the defendant told her that she was able to understand 
was that the defendant said she was alone, that nobody cared, and that she didn't want to be here 
anymore. 
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Deputy Patterson testified that the defendant appeared to be under the influence of 
alcohol and due to the extent of her impairment, possibly another substance as well. She asked 
the defendant if she was under the influence of alcohol, which the defendant denied. Deputy 
Patterson testified that she could detect the odor of an alcoholic beverage emanating from the 
defendant and that there were empty beverage containers there in the room where they were. 
When asked, the defendant denied consuming any other substances as well. 
Due to the extent of the defendant's impairment, Deputy Patterson asked Deputy Schulz 
to look around for an empty pill bottle in case the defendant had attempted to overdose on 
alcohol and prescription drugs. Deputy Schulz testified that he did look around for a pill bottle 
but that this "search" consisted of him scanning around the room from where he was standing, 
near to the defendant and Deputy Patterson. It was testified that the reason they were looking for 
the pill bottle was so they could inform the paramedics of medications she may have taken. 
Deputy Patterson testified that she then asked the defendant about whether there was a 
firearm in the residence. The defendant agreed that there was one and started to get up. Deputy 
Patterson asked her to sit back down. Deputy Schulz looked in the direction that the defendant 
had apparently been moving toward, and visually located a firearm, specifically a shotgun. He 
indicated that the firearm was a short distance away located near two desks, one running north to 
south and one running east to west. He testified that he approached the shotgun in order to 
secure it and, in order to reach it, he had to lean over some ofthe defendant's property. To keep 
his balance he went to put his hand down to brace himself on one of the desks. As he did so he 
looked down to make sure he was putting his hand down on an area with sufficient support and 
free from debris. He looked down and was able to see into an open box where he observed what 
appeared to be a glass pipe and methamphetamine. Those items are the subject ofthis motion. 
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Deputy Patterson testified that she was not certain as to the exact length of time between 
when she entered the residence and when paramedics came into the residence but that it was very 
short period of time and that her best guess was that it was about two minutes. On cross-
examination she noted that paramedics had been dispatched and were staged in the immediate 
vicinity and were waiting to enter the residence once it had been secured for their safety. They 
then entered the residence, examined the defendant's self-inflicted wounds and determined that 
they were not serious and left. After the paramedics left, Deputies Patterson and Schulz took the 
defendant into protective custody and transported her to the Hospital for an evaluation to 
determine if she should be placed on a protective hold. That evaluation did ultimately result in 
the defendant being placed on a mental hold. 
ARGUMENT 
I. EXIGENT CIRCUMSTANCES 
The evidence that the Defendant seeks to suppress by this motion was recovered upon an 
entry of the defendant's residence by law enforcement officers after they had been dispatched to 
that residence on a call regarding a suicidal female. Entry to the residence was not pursuant to a 
search warrant. "Any analysis of an officer's warrantless entry into a private dwelling must 
begin with the recognition that a warrantless entry into a private residence is presumptively 
prohibited by the Fourth Amendment" State v. Curl, 125 Idaho 224 at 225,869 P.2d 224 at 
225(1993). This presumption is a strong one. Welsh v. Wisconsin, 466 U.S. 740, 749-750, 104 
S.Ct. 2091, 2097,80 L.Ed.2d 732 (1984). A warrantless search conducted by law enforcement 
officers is only permissible when it falls within one of the narrowly drawn exceptions to the 
warrant requirement. Schneckloth v. Bustamonte, 412 U.S. 218, 219, 93 S.Ct. 2041,2043-44 
(1973). 
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A. THE ENTRY WAS JUSTIFIED BY EXIGENT CIRCUMSTANCES 
One such exception that permits the warrantless entry into a residence is the doctrine of 
exigent circumstances. Mincey v. Arizona, 437 U.S. 385, 98 S.Ct. 2408 (1978). The Idaho 
Supreme Court Ruled that "the warrant requirement of the Fourth Amendment inapplicable in 
cases where the exigencies of the situation make the needs of law enforcement so compelling 
that the warrantless search is objectively reasonable under the Fourth Amendment." State v. 
Holton, 132 Idaho 501, 975 P.2d 789, 792 (1999). The exigent circumstances exception allows 
for warrantless entry into a residence by state agents when there is a compelling need for official 
action and no time to secure a warrant. State v. Reynolds, 146 Idaho 466, 470, 197 P.3d 327, 
331 (Ct.App. 2008). The burden is on the State to demonstrate exigent circumstances "that 
overcome the presumption of unreasonableness that attached to all warrantless home entries." 
State v. Wren 115 Idaho 618, 622, 768 P.2d 1351, 1355 (Ct.App. 1989). 
The exigent circumstances exception is applicable in situations "where the facts known at 
the time of the entry indicate a compelling need for official action and no time to secure a 
warrant." State v. Smith, 144 Idaho 482, 163 P.3d 1194, 1197-1198 (2007). "The test for 
application of the exigent circumstances search warrant exception is whether the facts known to 
the agent at the time of entry, together with reasonable inferences, would warrant a reasonable 
belief that an exigency justified the intrusion. State v. Araiza, 147 Idaho 371, 209 P.3d 668, 671-
672 (Ct.App. 2009). This standard is an objective one. Whren v. United States, 517 US 806, 
811-814 (1996). 
If the purpose of the entry is a compelling need to prevent injury or protect life then 
probable cause to arrest or search is not required. State v. Sailas, 129 Idaho 432, 435-436, 925 
P.2d 1131, 1134-1135 (Ct.App. 1996). Entering a residence to prevent injury or protect life is an 
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exception to the warrant requirement that has been consistently upheld by the Idaho Courts. See 
State v. Barrett, 138 Idaho 290, 62 P.3d 214(2003); State v. Pearson-Anderson, 136 Idaho 847, 
41 P.3d 275 (Ct.App. 2001); State v. Wiedenheft 136 Idaho 14,27 P.3d 873 (Ct.App. 2001); 
State v. Bower 135 Idaho 554, 21 P.3d 491 (Ct.App. 2001); State v. Araiza, 147 Idaho 371, 209 
P.3d 668 (Ct.App. 2009); State v. Fee, 135 Idaho 857,26 P.3d 40(Ct.App. 2001) State v. 
Campbell, 104 Idaho 705, 662 P.2d 1149 (Ct.App. 1983). 
The deputies were in possession of facts together with reasonable inferences that would 
warrant a reasonable belief in a compelling need to prevent injury or protect life. They had been 
dispatched to that residence based on a third party report that a female at the residence by the 
name of Kori Ward was suicidal and may have slit her wrists. They observed a spent shotgun 
shell on the porch. They observed a female at that residence who acknowledged her name as 
Kori and who appeared to be crying and emotionally distraught. This female also appeared to be 
under the influence and the deputies noted that her behavior and movements appeared to be 
erratic. After making contact with law enforcement, she became uncooperative and retreated into 
residence and did not respond to repeated requests to return to the front door. 
The third party report that the defendant was suicidal coupled with the deputies' 
observations of the emotional state of the defendant with reasonable inferences drawn from those 
facts warranted a reasonable belief that the defendant's mental and emotional state put her at 
significant risk of self-harm. This, by itself, posed sufficient justification to enter the home. 
However, the deputies could also draw a reasonable inference from the spent shotgun shell that 
the defendant was also in possession of a firearm and ammunition. This not only constituted a 
precipitous threat to her safety but also put the deputies and the paramedics at risk. This risk 
compelled the deputies to act quickly and without the time necessary to secure a warrant. 
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B. THE ENTRY DID NOT EXCEED THE SCOPE OF THE EXIGENCY 
The situation that faced Deputy Patterson and Deputy Schulz prior to making their entry 
is precisely the type of urgent situation contemplated by the exigent circumstances exception to 
the warrant requirement and it easily overcomes the presumption of unreasonableness. Once 
entry is made, the law also requires that the warrantless intrusion not exceed the scope of the 
exigency that justified its initiation. State v. Smith, 144 Idaho 482, 163 P 3d 1194, 1199 (2007). 
After the deputies made their entry into the residence, the extent of their intrusion was 
reasonably calculated to accomplish the purpose of and well within the scope of the exigency 
that justified that entry. 
Upon entering the residence the deputies immediately secured the safety of the defendant 
and escorted her to a location where they could keep her under observation. They requested that 
she show them her wrists and observed the cuts she had inflicted on herself. They observed her 
strange behavior, confused speech, the empty alcoholic containers, and they detected the odor of 
alcohol on her person and determined that she was likely under the influence of alcohol. 
They also made the reasonable inference that, due to the extent of her impairment and the 
threat of self-harm posed by her mental and emotional state, that she may have consumed more 
than alcohol in an attempt to harm herself. Deputy Schulz then engaged in a "search" for an 
empty pill bottle, which consisted of "scanning" around the room from where he was standing 
near to the defendant. This was no more than a plain view look around the room and was well 
within the scope of the exigent circumstances that justified entry in to the residence. 
The "search" for the firearm was not any different. After he was given a visual clue by 
the movements of the defendant, Deputy Schulz could see the firearm from where he was 
standing. Securing that firearm for the safety of all involved was reasonably calculated to 
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accomplish the purpose of and was well within the scope of the exigency that justified the entry. 
Retrieving that weapon put the deputy in a position that he had every right to be, a position from 
where he could physically secure the firearm for the safety of the defendant, himself and the 
other emergency service personnel. From that position he had a plain view into the open box 
where the incriminating character of the evidence it contained was immediately apparent. 
C. THE EXIGENCY WAS NOT CREATED BY LA W ENFORCEMENT 
In the Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion to Suppress, dated 
January 13,2012, the defendant asserted that the exigency was created by law enforcement and 
was unnecessary in light of available alternatives and therefore the exigency cannot justify the 
entry into the residence. The defendant cited State v. Kelly, 131 Idaho 774, 963 P.2d 1211, 
(Ct.App. 1998), in support of their assertion. Unfortunately the state courts have provided 
inconsistent guidance on determining when an exigency is or is not "police created". The U.S. 
Supreme court acknowledged this problem stating that "in some sense the police always create 
the exigent circumstances." Kentucky v. King, 131 S.Ct. 1849, 1857(2011) (quoting United 
States v. Duchi, 906 F.2d 1278, 1284 (CA8 1990)). 
In Kentucky v. King, 131 S.Ct. 1849(2011), The U.S. Supreme Court promulgated a test 
that greatly narrowed the scope of what constitutes a "police created exigency" at least as it 
pertains to the protections afforded under the U.S. Constitution. In that case the court stated that 
where "the police did not create the exigency by engaging or threatening to engage in conduct 
that violates the Fourth Amendment, warrantless entry to prevent the destruction of evidence is 
reasonable and thus allowed." Id. at 1858 (emphasis added). In other words, unless the "police 
gain entry to premises by means of an actual or threatened violation of the Fourth Amendment" 
the exigency is not police created and can justify a warrantless entry. Id. at 1862. 
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In its ruling in Brigham City v. Stuart, 547 U.S. 398,403, 126 S.Ct. 1943, 1947(2006), an 
exigent circumstances case, the U.S. Supreme Court articulated that "the Fourth Amendment's 
ultimate touchstone is 'reasonableness'" and that a warrantless entry pursuant to exigent 
circumstances is permissible when it is "plainly reasonable under the circumstances." Id at 406, 
1949. The warrantless search of a residence is "allowed when the circumstances make it 
reasonable, within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment, to dispense with the warrant 
requirement." Kentuckyv. King, 131 S.Ct.1849, 1858(2011). The supreme court has also noted 
that "(t)he calculus of reasonableness must embody allowance for the fact that police officers are 
often forced to make split-second judgments-in circumstances that are tense, uncertain, and 
rapidly evolving." Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386, 396-397, 109 S.Ct. 1865(1989). 
The memorandum submitted by the defendant asserts that the "action" that created the 
exigency was asking the defendant to turn down the music and thereby directing the defendant 
"deeper into her home". The defendant's memorandum also asserts that there were a "multitude 
of available alternatives" though only one was offered. That allegedly reasonable alternative 
was for the deputies to have ordered the defendant out of her home. These allegations, even if 
true, fail to establish that the exigency was created by law enforcement. 
Nothing that the deputies did leading up to the exigency constituted "an actual or 
threatened violation of the Fourth Amendment." Kentucky v. King 131 S.Ct. at 1862. As such, 
under the King test the exigency cannot be considered to have been created by their actions. 
Even under the standard provided in State v. Kelly, 131 Idaho 774, the officers did not create the 
exigency; it existed well before they made contact with the defendant. The exigency in this case, 
was the danger that the defendant posed to herself and others because of her mental and 
emotional state. This mental and emotional state existed well before they arrived. 
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While it is possible that the deputies presence may have lent some urgency to the 
defendant's inclination for self-harm, they cannot be said to have caused it. Neither the presence 
of the deputies nor, as their counsel suggests, their request that she turn down the music caused 
the mental illness or the impulse to harm herself. While the wounds on the defendant's arms 
cannot be used to bootstrap a justification for the deputies entry into the residence since they 
were unaware ofthe self-inflicted injuries at the time that they made that entry, those wounds 
certainly can and do support the assertion that the exigency clearly existed before their arrival 
and was not created by their actions or presence, nor by their request to turn down the music. 
The "reasonable alternative" proposed by the defendant's brief, i.e. to order the defendant 
out of her home, implicates the Fourth Amendment in its own right. As such, it can hardly be 
considered a "reasonable" alternative. The defendant is asking the court to choose between one 
infringement of the defendant's Fourth Amendment interests and another based solely on which 
one does not incriminate her. 
Ultimately the standard here is one of reasonableness. The deputies' conduct in this case 
was reasonable throughout. They were dispatched to respond to the residence of a female who 
was reported by a third party as suicidal and who may have cut her wrists. They noted a spent 
shotgun shell on porch as they approached the residence. This gave rise to the reasonable 
inference that there was a firearm and ammunition present. The information they had was limited 
so they exercised restraint and sought to confirm or dispel the contention through a consensual 
encounter with the resident. In the course of that consensual encounter they were able to observe 
the disturbed emotional state of the defendant. The loud music interfered with their ability to 
communicate with the defendant so they requested that she turn down the music so that they 
could speak with her and keep the encounter consensual if possible. 
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When the defendant retreated into the residence, a residence that likely contained a 
firearm, the deputies had no choice but act on the infonnation they had. That infonnation 
compelled them to enter due to the immediate risk of harm to the defendant as well as the threat 
the fire ann posed to both themselves and the paramedics staged nearby. Their entry was tailored 
to the exigency that justified it. They limited their inquiries to issues pertinent to the reason they 
were there. They noted that the defendant was severely impaired and, concerned that the 
defendant may have looked beyond cutting herself as a means to self-harm, briefly looked 
around for an empty pill bottle. They then sought to secure the firearm prior to the arrival of the 
paramedics. 
Much was made at the hearing about whether or not the deputies themselves were anned. 
Both of them were. Most law enforcement officers are. This did not dispel the need to secure the 
shotgun. Law enforcement officers cannot prevent the use of a firearm by another person merely 
by virtue of possessing a firearm themselves. lfthey could, then there would be no officers 
injured or killed by gunfire in the line of duty. Sadly, this is not the case. As such, securing the 
firearm present in the residence was necessary to make the residence safe and entirely reasonable 
under the Fourth Amendment. 
The entire encounter prior to the entry of the paramedics was brief, and though a specific 
time cannot be affixed, Deputy Patterson estimated it at approximately two (2) minutes, an 
entirely reasonable period oftime. Taking in account that "(t)he calculus of reasonableness must 
embody allowance for the fact that police officers are often forced to make split-second 
judgments-in circumstances that are tense, uncertain, and rapidly evolving." Graham v. 
Connor, 490 U.S. at 396-397, the deputies encounter with the defendant, their entry, and all of 
their conduct were reasonable and calculated to be within the scope of the existing exigency. 
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II. COMMUNITY CARETAKING 
In the Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion to Suppress, dated 
January 13,2012, the defendant asserted that the community caretaking doctrine is not 
applicable to the case at hand. The state makes no argument that the community caretaking 
doctrine is applicable to the facts of this case. 
CONCLUSION 
Deputy Patterson's and Deputy Schulz's entry into the residence was justified under the 
exigent circumstances doctrine and was reasonable under the circumstances. They did not 
exceed the scope of the exigency while in the residence. This exigency was not created by their 
actions nor were there reasonable alternatives to the actions they took. Therefore, the manner in 
which the evidence was recovered from the defendant's residence was lawful and not in violation 
of the defendant's Fourth Amendment rights. 
The State requests that the defendant's Motion to Suppress be denied. 
Dated this day of April, 2012 
STATE'S MEMORANDUM OPPOSING 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO SUPPRESS - 13 
c¥iIt-': 
Peter M. Hatch 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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Case No. CR-2011-10866 
DEFENDANT'S REPLY BRIEF 
RE: MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
, .:. 
In responding to Defendant's Motion to Suppress evidence seized in a warrantless search 
of her home, the State asserts that such search and seizure was justified by the "exigent 
circumstances" doctrine. That doctrine has been summarized by ou! Supreme Court as follows: 
Under the exigent circumstances exception, agents of the state may conduct a 
warrantless search when the facts known at the time of the entry, along with 
reasonable inferenees drawn thereupon, demonstrate a ··compelling need for 
official action and no time to secure it watrant." Michigan v. Tyler, 436 U.S. 499, 
509,98 S.Ct. 1942, 1949,56 L.Ed.2d 486. 498 (1978); State v. Barrett, 138 Idaho 
290,293,62 P.3d 214, 217 (Ct.App.2003). The burden is on the government to 
show the applicability of this exception to the warrant requirement. State l'. ' 
Brauch, 133 Idaho 215, 218-19,984 P.2d 703. 706-07 (1999); State v. Salinas, 
134 Idaho 362. 365.2 P.3d 747, 750 (ClApp.2000). 
State v. Smith, 31315, 2006 WL 233494 (Idaho Ct. App. Feb. 1,2006) aff'd. 144 Idaho 482,163 
P.3d 1194 (2007). 
DEFENDANT'S REPLY BRIEF RE: MOTION TO SUPPRESS - 1 
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The State cites Stlde 'V. Holton. for the 'proposition that the warrant,·:tequirement is 
inapplica1?le in cases where the" 'exigencies of the situation' make the needs oflaw·enforc.em.ent 
so compelling that the wm:rantless sear~' is obJectively reasonable under 'the Fourth·· 
Amendm~t." State 'V. Holton, 132 Idaho 501, 504. 975 P.2d '789, 792 (l999) ... citing Miticey 'V • 
. Arizona, 437 U.S. 385, 394, 98 S.Ct. 2408. 5.7 L.Ed.2d.290 (1978): Howevel' .. ·Hoiton provides 
no comfort for ·tl:i.e State nor guidance for the Court' since the facts of that case were wildly 
different than those existing here. Holton argued that the warrantless search of his mouth 
conducted by the officers who had probable cause to believe he was operating a motor vehicle 
while under the influence of alcohol violated his rights under the Fourth Amendment to the 
United States Constitution and Art. 1, § 17 of the Idaho Constitution. The Supreme Court 
dispatched the warrantless search issue as follows: 
In the instant case, there is no contention that the initial stop was umeaso:oable. 
Neither is there any contention that the officers had no authority to conduct a DUI 
investigation. The only legitimate point of contention is at what point the DUI 
investigation should have been terminated. While Holton argues that the officers 
violated constitutional provisions by asking him to open his mouth, that argument 
is misplaced. The officers ttlade no attempt to enforce the request until they had. 
probable cause to believe that Holton was destroying evidence. In light of the 
circumstances involved, the officers did not run afoul of any constitutional 
protection by making the request. 
Statev. Holton, 132 Idaho 501. 504, 975 P.2d 789,792 (1999). 
In. the case of Korl Ward there is no~ the slightest basis for arguing that the officers 
involved had probable cause to believe any crime had been committed or was being committed 
when they forced entry into her house. Holton claimed a privacy interest in the contents of his 
mouth even while being investigated for commission of a crime. lbis is a much different 
proposition than the warrantless search of a house where no suspicion of criminal activity exists. 
Cotuts at both the State and Federal levels have consistently held that a residence is "a place 
DEFENDANTS REPLY BRIEF RE: MOTION TO SUPPRESS - 2 
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especiaUy pro.tected against unreasoriable:policeintiUsion". ,State v. Fanchel"~.145 Idaho. 832, 
836, 186 P.-3d 688, 692;(Ct: App. 2008)~-Seealso:St~e;v.Rey~oldf, 146 Idaho 466,:469~ 197 
P.3d .327,330 (ct. App. 2908)citing:United·States,·'v, United 'States DistriCfCb.urt;·'4.o.7'·U.S;' 
:'~ , 297,313,92 S.Ct. 2125, 2134;'32 LEd.2d'752. 764.(1.9.7-2); PiIytO'll';. New York, 445 U.S. 573,. 
.... , 589-90, 100 S.Ct. 137l'.1"381"'::82, 63 L:Ed.2d 639~·652::"'53· (1980); State lIl. Johnson, 110 Idaho . 
516,523. 716 P.2d 1288. 1295 (1986); and Stoie 11. Robinson, 144 Idaho 496, 49g....99, 163 P.3d 
1208, 1210-11 (Ct.App.2007). Clearly, th~ State haS failed to articulate a "compelling need" to 
dispense with OM of the most vital protections afforded under the Fourth Amendment in this 
case. 
The State next cites State v. Reynollb, 146ldaho 466, 197 P.3d 327 (Ct. App. 2008) in 
support of its contention that the exigent circumstances exception to the warrant requirement 
should apply here. However, in Reynolds the, Court of Appeals not only declined to find exigent 
cixcUlnStances where a report of domestic violence was the predicate for a warrantless entry by 
police into a residence but went on to discuss several other Idaho case involving the doctrine. 
The Court's discussion provides further reason why the warrant requirement should not fall in 
this case. 
Thus, the necessity to protect or preserve life or avoid serious injury will 
legitimize an otherwise illegal intrusion. An example of such an exigency is found 
in Sailas, 129 Idaho 432, 925 P .2d 1131, Where an officer responded to a report of 
a domestic disturbance. As the officer approached the apartment, she could hear 
yelling and screaming. The officer knocked on the door. The victim. who had 
blood on her nose and hands. answered the door and said that she did not need the 
assistance of the' police. The defendant continued shouting at the victim 
throughout this conversation, and the officer could also see a child in the house. 
The officer then entered the apartment, and the defendant later contended that the 
entry was unlawful. We held that exigent circumstances justified the entry becaUSe 
the volatile circumstances suggested that there was a risk of fmther injury to the 
victim or injury to the child if the police waited to secure a warrant before 
entering the defendant1s apartment. 
DEFENDANT'S REPLY BRIEF RE: MOTION TO SUPPRESS - 3 
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State v.Reynolds.:146:IdahoA"66. 470; .197 P~3d·327 .. '3l1 (Ct. App .. 2008) .. Obviously.there:was" : .. :~;!:, ,1;,,: .. 
no· F'risk of further..y to,the ,viciti,J:ID'or inj,ury to the child" involved in the instant :8ction ·and-no, ... , ';:": .. : .:':;, 
,"necessity, to' protect or preservc.life or. avoid, senops·injUo/' .. 'fP,ere was, no disceprlbleJ'inju!1' ::.' ;:',',:." ::. ',.:, 
and there was no child··m the b,Ome''!;. ,;.'; ;' .. .' 
case: 
, The Reynolds 'CoUrt: goes ':.ori to discuss, and distinguish another' "exigent circuntstances:., .. ,:.! :.':.' '", '. ' 
Another illustrative case is State v. Pearso~.Ander8on, 136 Idaho 847, 41 P.3d 
275 (Ct.App.2001), which began when a 911 emergency operator received a hang-
up call. The operator traced the call to the home where Pearson-Anderson resided . 
with her boyfriend. When the operator telephoned that residence. someone picked 
up the telephone and then immediately hung up. The 911 operator alerted police 
who went to the home to investigate. When they mived. they heard yelling and 
saw Pearson-Anderson and her boyfriend lying on the floor across the threshold. 
struggling with One another. The officers separated the two and questioned them. 
Pearson-Anderson said that she had made the 911 call because the boyfriend was 
preventing het from leaving the home, and he hung up the telephone before she 
could speak. She said that the boyfriend also hung up the telephone when the 911 
operator called back. When. asked about the reason for the fight, Pearson-
.AnderSon said it arose because the boyfriend had given a key to the home to 
another woman who had been in the home earlier but was not currently there. One 
of the officers then went into the home to determine whether there were any third 
persons in need of help. That officer found evidence of methamphetamine 
manufacturing, for which Pearson-Anderson was ultimately arrested. We held 
that the officers' warrantless entry of the home was justified by the 911 hang-up 
call and rejected Pearson-Anderson's assertion that any concerns arising from that 
call were laid 10 rest by her explanation of the events. We noted that Pearson-
Anderson's own explanation referred to a third person (the other woman) who had 
been in the home and whose actions were reportedly the cause of the fight, raising 
the possibility ofthlrd-party involvement. 
Stale v. Reynolds, 146 Idaho 466, 470-71. 197 P.3d 327, 331-32 (Ct. App. 2008). There was no 
reference of any kind to a third person being in the house of Korl Ward the night the police 
invaded without a wammt. 
The Reynolds opinion then takes up Stale v. Ban-ett, 138 Idaho 290, 293, 62 P.3d 214, 
217 (Ct.App.2003) in which: 
DEFENDANT'S REPLY BRIEF RE: MOTION TO SUPPRESS· 4 
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. [p]olice 'were dispatched to ·,a home' on a·.rapert of:a' medical ·emergency:i:.They-· 
encountered a man outside the home, in physical distress, incoherent, and: unable . , . 
. .. to 'communicate the:.cailse.' of his' m.edical'·condition. ,A. neighbor informed' the . , 
police that the man had sevefal family members who lived at the house: but' had: . 
'.' not':been .. seeu·all day.:.O£f:icers shouted;for' any. family mem.bers~ but. received· .. no. '. 
response, and so entered the home. We held that this entry was justified' by 
',' . \ 
'. exigent cifcumstances, noting that the .unexplained .medical emt;rgency>,:co7,lpled' . 
with th~ Officers' inability to contact anyone in the home, suggested a reasonable 
" ' .. ~ 
. ". .. possibility that other occupants in the hon1e·were also' in distress .. " .. ' 
State v. Reynolds, 146 Idaho 466. 471, 197 P.3d 327,332 (Ct App. 2008): At·the home ofKori 
Ward on September 18, 2011 there was .. no ~'unexpI.amed medical ~mergency". or medical 
emergency of any kind. much l~ss a "reasonable possibility that other occupants in the home 
Were also in distress." 
The State also relies upon State v. Smith, 144 Idaho 482. 163 P.3d 1194 (2007) to 
SUpport its argument that the exigent circumstances doctrine excuses the lack of a warrant in this 
case. It is important to understand that Smith was a "fire emergency" case and relied very 
heavily upon the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in Michigan v. Tyler, 436 U.S. 499, 50~, 98 
S.Ct. 1942, 1949, 56 L.Ed.2d 486, 498 (1978), also a "fire emergency" case, for its holding. The 
Tyler opinion noted that a burning building presents an exigency of sufficient proportions to 
render a warrantless entry reasonable and. therefore. the Fourth Amendment is not Violated by 
the entry of:firem.en. to extinguish a fire. The Court went on to hold that the exigency presented in. 
a case of fire may continue past ''the dousing of the last flame." such as where "[p ]rompt 
determination of the fire's origin [is] necessaxy to prevent its recurrence" or where "[i]mmediate. 
investigation [is] necessary to preserve evidence from .intentional or accidental destruction." 
S.Ct. at 1950-51. S6 L.Ed.2d at 498-99. 
Obviously. Korl Ward's house was not burning on the night of September 18,2011, nor 
was there any smoldering couch in the driveway as in Smith, supra. Without ever making entiy 
DEFENDANT'S REPLY BRIEF RE: MOTION TO SUPPRESS - 5 
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into. her. home,' the pGlice' coUld " clearly,. 'See:: that,"'she was not in any imminent danger. ':: .,.... ':' .:; 
: .: " ( . , : ", " " • ~'. ." y : •••••• 11:- ." . '. ~. : . ': .... 
Furthermore,even'.'after'they'entered:the.·home and. she sat down, they obsetY:ed·noserious· injury: . '. ,"" '::, , 
, " 
•••• ·'f • .'.; .... "";' ~',~:':.,,, !~~ .. ~ 
, :and shoUld ha.veJ~fL,· Their sole~ational ior"l'emaj'ning'mthe .house and pondUe.ting a seatcnioj' '. ': ~ " ':.; ::- , 
, ;ills was that th~.paramedics "might" want t~,_knOW.:~t medications KOrl "might ha'Vetak.en'~ , 'i: 
. '., i.' , , " " ~ .' "\' . ',' .' , . ~ ~ : . ' 
when they arrived.:,'Thends'no Idaho'case,that condones' stich aflimsy,self~serv.ing'excUse'f6r ,.~\," " '~ .. ';. 
the "physical entrY oftbe home [which] is thech1ef'evil against which the wording of the Fourth . 
Amendment is directed."'State v. Reynolds, 146 Idaho 466, 469', 197 P.3d 327, 330 (Ct. App. 
2008) citing United States v. United States District Court, 407 U.S. 297, 313, 92 S.Ct. 2125. 
2134,32 L.Ed.2d 752, 764 (1972); Payton v. New 'York. 445 U.S. 573, 589-90, 100 S.Ct., 1371, 
1381-82,63 L.Ed.2d 639, 652-53 (1980); State v. Johnson, 110 Idaho 516, 523, 716 P.2d 1288, 
1295 (1986); and State v. Robinson. 144 Idaho 496, 498-99, 163 P.3d 1208. 1210--11 
(Ct.App.2007). 
Because the evidence Challenged was seized without a valid warrant and because the 
State has not met its burden to show the existence of a valid exception to the warrant 
requirement, the motion must be granted. 
RESPEC1FULL Y SUB:M1TTED this 10th day of May, 2012. 
TIlE ROARK LAW FIRM, LLP 
By;c-~~~~~ ______ ~ __ ___ 
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Peter Hatch, Deputy . 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
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THIS MATTER is before the court on the motion of defendant, Kori Ward, to 
suppress evidence obtained in this matter. The motion was heard on March 23,2012. 
The state of Idaho was represented at the hearing by Peter Hatch, Deputy Prosecuting 
Attorney for Twin Falls County. Kori Ward was present and represented by Keith 
Roark. After the hearing, the parties were given time to submit written arguments. The 
state of Idaho submitted a memorandum on April 18, 2012. The defendant submitted a 
reply brief on May 10, 2012, and the court took the matter under advisement at that 
time. The court heard testimony and arguments, and has reviewed the motion and 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 1 
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applicable law. Based on this material, the court hereby GRANTS Kori Ward's Motion 
to Suppress. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
On September 18, 2011, Twin Falls County Sheriff Deputies Krysten Patterson 
("Patterson") and Neil Schulz ("Schulz") were dispatched to a residence based on a call 
that the occupant, Kori Ward ("Ward"), was suicidal and may have slit her wrists. The 
deputies, along with paramedics, parked down the street from the residence. The 
deputies approached the residence to see if paramedics were necessary and to ensure 
safety of the scene for the paramedics. 
Before approaching the Ward residence, the deputies could hear loud music 
coming from the home. Once at the residence, the deputies observed a spent shotgun 
shell in the front yard. The front door to the residence was open, and a screen door 
remained closed. 
The deputies approached the door and Patterson knocked on the screen door. 
Ward opened the screen door outward, where Patterson held the door open. Patterson 
observed that Ward was emotionally upset, and that her mannerisms were erratic. 
Patterson asked if the woman at the door was Kori Ward. Ward responded that 
she was. Patterson testified that due to the loud music, this inquiry was not 
immediately communicated and answered. Patterson asked Ward to go turn the music 
down so they could talk. Ward went farther into the home and pressed a button on the 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 2 
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stereo. However, the music did not stop and the volume did not decrease. Instead of 
returning to the door, Ward then started walking down the hallway. Patterson asked 
Ward to return and when Ward did not return, Patterson and Schulz entered to keep 
Ward from possibly hurting herself. 1 
The deputies reached Ward, escorted her back to the living room area, and had 
her sit down on the coffee table. The deputies testified that Ward's movements 
continued to be erratic and she seemed intoxicated. They also testified that she kept 
mumbling incoherent or unrecognizable topics and sentences. Some of the mumblings 
were understandable, such as Ward's statement that nobody cared about her, that she 
was alone, and that she did not want to be here anymore. 
Patterson asked to see Ward's wrists. Patterson noted that there were several 
scratches on Ward's wrists and deeper cuts farther up her forearm that were still 
bleeding but did not appear to be life-threatening. The deputies radioed for the 
paramedics to come assist Ward. 
Patterson could smell the odor of alcohol and asked Ward whether she had been 
drinking. Ward responded that she had not. Patterson could see that there were empty 
beer bottles in the living room. Patterson also asked if Ward had consumed any other 
substances. Ward said she did not. Concerned that Ward may have ingested medication 
1 The court notes that the precise fear the deputies had with Ward's behavior was not clear. It is clear that 
they were concerned she would harm herself, but based on Patterson and Schulz's testimonies, it remains 
unclear as to whether that fear actually extended to other people as well. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 3 
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in an attempt to commit suicide, Patterson then asked Schulz to look around for empty 
pill bottles to better inform the paramedics of Ward's condition upon their arrival. 
Schulz quickly glanced around his immediate area for empty pill bottles and did not see 
any. 
Patterson then asked Ward whether there was a firearm in the residence. The 
defendant indicated that there was one in the comer behind Patterson and began to get 
up. Patterson had Ward sit back down and Schulz went over to the corner to find the 
firearm. Schulz saw the shotgun in the corner and went to place his hand on a counter 
to stabilize himself while he reached over some of Ward's property to retrieve the 
firearm. As Schulz looked to where he would place his hand for support, he could see 
into an open box where a glass pipe and what appeared to be methamphetamine were 
visible. Schulz seized that evidence. At no time did the deputies search Ward's person 
while she was in the residence. 
The paramedics arrived and briefly attended to Ward's non-serious injuries and 
left. The deputies then took Ward into protective custody and transported her to the 
hospital for evaluation. That evaluation ultimately resulted in Ward being placed on a 
mental hold. 
APPLICABLE LAW 
liThe physical entry of the home is the chief evil against which the wording of the 
Fourth Amendment is directed." United States v. United States Dist. Court for Eastern 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 4 
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Dist. of Mich., 407 U.s. 297, 313 (1972). "It is not surprising, therefore, that the Court has 
recognized, as a basic principle of Fourth Amendment law, that searches and seizures 
inside a home without a warrant are presumptively unreasonable." Welsch v. Wisconsin, 
466 U.S. 740, 748-49 (1984) (internal quotations omitted). "This presumption is a strong 
one, and the government bears a heavy burden to show an exigent circumstance that 
necessitated immediate police action." State v. Kelly, 131 Idaho 774,776,963 P.2d 1211, 
1213 (Ct. App. 1998) (internal quotations omitted). "The determinative inquiry is 
whether the facts reveal a compelling need for official action and no time to secure a 
warrant." Id. (internal quotations omitted). 
"A warrantless entry will be upheld if, but only if, there is a compelling need to 
avoid an imminent risk of danger to life or property, destruction or loss of evidence, or 
escape of the suspect." State v. Wren, 115 Idaho 618,624-25,768 P.2d 1351, 1357-58 (Ct. 
App. 1989). While the risk should be weighed against the gravity of the offense, the 
Idaho Court of Appeals has permitted a warrantless entry and search where no 
suspicion of a crime existed, but a concern for the medical condition of a house's 
occupants did exist. See id. at 625,768 P.2d at 1358 ("The risk must especially clear if the 
underlying offense is relatively minor"); see also State v. Barrett, 138 Idaho 290,294,62 
P.3d 214, 218 (Ct. App. 2003) (upholding the denial of a suppression motion where the 
officers found the defendant/homeowner unresponsive and entered his home to check 
on the well-being of persons inside the dwelling). "[T]he need to protect or preserve life 




or avoid serious injury is justification for what would be otherwise illegal absent an 
exigency or emergency." State v. Silas, 129 Idaho 432, 435, 925 P.2d 1131, 1134 (Ct. App. 
1996). In order to evaluate whether there is a "compelling need" justifying an exigent 
circumstance entry and search, a court is to look at the "totality of the facts and 
circumstances." Barrett, 138 Idaho at 294,62 P.3d at 218. 
A police-created exigency will not justify a warrantless entry. Kelly, 131 Idaho at 
777,963 P.2d at 1214. "To rule otherwise would allow officers to nullify the warrant 
requirement by needlessly creating an exigency." Id. "[E]ven well-meaning police 
officers may exploit such opportunities without sufficient regard for the privacy 
interests of the individuals involved." Id. (internal quotation omitted). The Idaho Court 
of Appeals has indicated that whether the exigency is police-created hinges, at least in 
part, on whether the situation was avoidable or other reasonable alternatives were 
available. See id. at 776-77,963 P.2d at 1213-14 (acknowledging that other courts have 
held that police-created exigent circumstances would not be permissible if the police 
conduct was unnecessary in view of available alternatives and then holding that a 
warrantless entry was not validated by a "claimed exigency [that] was readily 
avoidable" based on an officer's unnecessary action). 
Once a warrantless entry is justified under exigent circumstances, "a prompt and 
limited search of the scene should be strictly circumscribed by the exigency, to assist an 
injured party ... and cannot be used to support a general exploratory search." State v. 
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Wiedenheft, 136 Idaho 14, 17,27 P.3d 873, 876 (Ct. App. 2001); see also Barrett, 138 Idaho 
at 294,62 P.3d at 214 (holding that the warrantless entry into the premises was justified 
by exigent circumstances and the entry was within the scope of the exigency). However, 
police officers may seize any evidence in plain view while effectuating a legitimate 
warrantless entry justified by exigent circumstances. Barrett, 138 Idaho at 294, 62 P.3d at 
214. 
ANALYSIS 
In granting Ward's motion, the court notes that the search was not justified on 
two levels. First, the entry into the residence was not justifiably supported by an exigent 
circumstances exception. And second, even if the entry was justified, the search that led 
to the discovery of the drugs and paraphernalia was unconstitutional. 
A. The Deputies' Entrance was not Justifiably Supported by Exigent Circumstances 
The state argues that various facts support an exigent circumstances entry in 
order to prevent injury or protect life. The state claims that these facts include 1) a 
report that the resident was suicidal and may have slit her wrists, 2) a spent shotgun 
shell in the front yard, 3) Ward's distraught appearance when she answered Patterson's 
knock, 4) Ward's erratic behavior and movements, and 5) Ward's lack of cooperation 
coupled with her retreating into the residence. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 7 
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However, this claim fails. Under these facts, the exigent circumstances being 
relied upon to justify the entry are entirely police-created and that creation was 
avoidable by at least one reasonable alternative. 
1. The Exigent Circumstances were Police-Created 
In order to explain the court's perspective on this issue, the court must look at 
the facts and identify when the exigent circumstances may have existed. First, the court 
must identify what the exigent circumstances were. The claimed exigent circumstances 
involved an underlying concern that a possibly volatile individual may cause harm to 
herself. 
Next, the court must look at what evidence may have supported a police 
determination of exigent circumstances. When the deputies arrived, they were aware 
that there was a report of a possibly suicidal female inside, and there was a spent 
shotgun shell in the front yard. When Ward answered the door, she had a distraught 
appearance. 
However, at this point, it appeared that no exigent circumstances existed. The 
court comes to that conclusion because had Patterson believed Ward was a danger to 
herself or anyone else, Patterson would not have directed Ward to leave Patterson's 
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immediate area, and go deeper inside the house away from the deputies and their 
immediate area of controF to adjust the volume of the music. 
The next factor that arises in the timeline is that Ward disobeyed a directive from 
Patterson to return to the doorway after going deeper into the house to turn the music 
down. This is a crucial point in the timeline. Before this point, there were no exigent 
circumstances justifying a fear of danger that would permit the deputies to enter the 
house to protect Ward from herself because, if that fear had existed, they would not 
have directed her out of their immediate control. After Ward went further into the 
house on Patterson's order and did not return to the doorway, the deputies entered, as 
the state argues, under exigent circumstances. 
This point in time in which exigent circumstances did not yet exist and then did 
exist, according to the state's argument, is crucial for the court's holding. If there was no 
fear of threat that would justify an exigent circumstance before Patterson's order, and 
there was an exigent circumstance after her order, then the only addition to those 
circumstances is created by the police-Patterson's order to go farther into the house 
and away from the deputies' immediate area. 
In State v. Kelly, the Idaho Court of Appeals indicated that a suspect intentionally 
not answering the door when an officer knocked did not justify entering the home to 
2 Even though Ward was inside the threshold and the deputies outside at this point, Ward was still 
within easy reach of the deputies had she decided to act violently-which she did not do. 
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prevent the suspect from fleeing or destroying evidence because the suspect's action 
was prompted by the officer making him aware of the officer's presence. Kelly, 131 
Idaho at 775-77,963 P.2d at 1212-14. 
In this case, Patterson directed Ward deeper into the home, which Ward initially 
obeyed, and then the deputies entered when Ward would not return to the door when 
directed. This key addition to the already-existing circumstances that then made exigent 
circumstances, as the state contends, was created by the well-meaning deputies and 
cannot justify their entrance into the home-at least as far as seized evidence as a result 
of that entrance is concerned.3 
ii. The Entry was A voidable 
There was at least one reasonable, less intrusive alternative for the deputies in 
dealing with this matter. 
The deputies responded to the residence on a report that Ward had slit her 
wrists. When Ward answered the door and identified herself, the officers could have 
asked to see her wrists. That way, the officers could immediately verify or dispel the 
main reason for their presence at her door. Once they had witnessed that the wrists 
were cut, they could then proceed accordingly. 
3 The court does not decide whether the circumstances presented arise to the level of exigent 
circumstances. It is only necessary to identify the point in which the officers determined that the 
circumstances arose to the level of exigent circumstances. Additionally, the court does not say the police 
cannot enter the house once their presence or actions have created a dangerous situation. The court is 
ruling only that evidence seized as part of the police-necessitated entrance cannot be used against the 
dweller of the home. 
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The existence of an alternative to the warrantless entry indicates that the police-
created exigent circumstances were not reasonable and did not justify the warrantless 
entry. 
The state did not overcome the heavy burden in proving that the exigent 
circumstances existed and that those circumstances were not created by the police. 
B. The Search was Beyond the Scope of the Asserted Exigent Circumstances 
Assuming that the warrantless entry was justified by exigent circumstances, 
those circumstances do not justify the search that produced the drug evidence. For the 
purposes of this section, the court will assume that the entry was justified by a fear that 
Ward would harm herself or someone else. 
The search for a gun was beyond the scope of the exigent circumstances. The 
deputies were afraid that Ward would harm herself or possibly someone else. Once the 
deputies had entered the home and sat Ward on the coffee table, she was in no 
dangerous state. The deputies asked her about guns to make sure she did not have 
access to a gun. This was done in order to secure the area so that the paramedics could 
enter and attend to Ward. Ward indicated that there was a gun in the corner, behind 
Patterson. 
At that point, there was no reason to retrieve the gun-it was in no threatening 
position. The deputies knew where the gun was. At least one deputy stood between 
Ward and the gun. In order to get to the gun, a person would have had to climb over 
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some of Ward's possessions evidenced by Schulz's need to steady himself on a piece of 
furniture in order to retrieve the gun. In fact, when Schulz retrieved the gun, he made 
the gun even more accessible to Ward by bringing it out of a not easily accessible corner 
and closer to Ward. It was safer remaining where it was and there was no reason for 
Schulz to retrieve it. 
The asserted exigent circumstances involved Ward's safety to herself and others. 
The deputies moved the shotgun into a more dangerous position. This search was not 
narrowly tailored to the exigent circumstances at hand-that is, protecting Ward from 
herself and getting her medical care. 
This court also justifies its ruling based on State v. Henage, 143 Idaho 655, 152 P.3d 
16 (2007). In that case, the Idaho Supreme Court indicated when officers could search 
persons for dangerous weapons during a Terry stop. The Court rejected the state's 
argument that an armed individual was dangerous and should be subject to a pat 
down. The standard the Court adopted was whether it was objectively reasonable for 
the officer "to conclude a pat down search was necessary for the protection of himself or 
others./I Id. at 661, 152 P.3d 22. While the present case is not a pat-down case, this court 
believes the standard is applicable-in that a warrantless entry based on exigent 
circumstances and limited in scope will not justify a search for weapons unless the 
search is objectively reasonable and necessary for the protection of someone. Given the 
facts above, that search was not necessary. 
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Additionally, the court notes, that even the initial reason given to search for the 
shotgun was not well-founded. The deputies stated that they feared Ward may be 
dangerous and that, coupled with the spent shotgun shell in the front yard, is why they 
asked about and retrieved the shotgun. However, the deputies never searched Ward. If 
the deputies truly believed she was dangerous, especially considering she had cut 
marks on her arms, they would have searched her to make sure that she did not have a 
weapon of any sort on her person. They did not do so. This indicates to the court that 
the deputies were really not concerned with Ward as a dangerous threat. It is hard to 
imagine a situation in which officers feel a search of the home is necessary for their 
protection from a potentially dangerous individual and not feel that a search of that 
individual was necessary. 
The search for the shotgun was beyond the scope of the asserted exigent 
circumstances. It was also unnecessary in order to protect those involved in the 
situation. Therefore, there was no constitutional basis for the search of the shotgun that 
led to the discovery of the drug evidence. 
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CONCLUSION 
Based on the reasoning as set forth above, Ward's Motion to Suppress is hereby 
GRANTED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED 
I·~ Dated this ~_ day of June, 2012. 
G. RICHARD BEVAN, District Judge 
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I.C.R. 49 (b) 
NOTICE OF ORDER 
• 
I, Shelley Bartlett, Deputy Clerk for the County Twin Falls, do hereby certify that 
on the \ day of June, 2012, I have caused to be served a true and correct copy of 
the above and foregoing document: MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO SUPPRESS, to each of the persons as listed below: 
Peter Hatch 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Keith Roark 
409 North Main Street 
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Case No. CR 11-10866 
STATE'S MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER ORDER 
ON DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
COMES NOW the Twin Falls County Prosecuting Attorney's Office by and through its 
Attorney of Record, Peter M. Hatch, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and hereby moves the court 
to reconsider its memorandum opinion on the defendant's motion to suppress. The Court issued 
its ruling on the motion on the 1 st day of June, 2012. 
A. LAW ENFORCEMENT DID NOT CREATE THE EXIGENT CIRCUMSTANCES 
In its memorandum decision the court ruled that the exigency that prompted the deputies 
to make entry was police created. However, this decision directly contradicts the U.S. Supreme 
Court's ruling in Kentucky v. King, 131 S.Ct. 1849, 1857(2011), a case that was discussed in the 
memorandum provided by the state but not addressed by the court in its memorandum decision. 
STATE'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER-l 
OR1 G'~lAL 
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In King, the U.S. Supreme Court promulgated a test that greatly narrowed the scope of 
what constitutes a "police created exigency". In that case the court stated that where "the police 
did not create the exigency by engaging or threatening to engage in conduct that violates the 
Fourth Amendment, warrantless entry to prevent the destruction of evidence is reasonable and 
thus allowed." Id. at 1858. In short, unless the "police gain entry to premises by means of an 
actual or threatened violation ofthe Fourth Amendment" the exigency is not "police created" and 
can justify a warrantless entry. Id. at 1862. 
While the state would argue that the exigency was the defendant's risk of self-harm, a 
risk that was not created by law enforcement. The court concluded that the law enforcement 
action that created the exigency was directing the defendant a short distance into the residence to 
tum down the music. The deputy's request did not implicate the Fourth Amendment in any way, 
let alone constitute engaging in or threatening to engage in conduct that violates the Fourth 
Amendment. Therefore, per Kentucky v. King, the exigency cannot be considered to constitute a 
"police created exigency". The state strenuously disagrees that there was a less intrusive 
alternative since the volume of the music made any communication with the defendant 
problematic, including just confirming the identity of the defendant, the most reasonable course 
of action and the least intrusive was for the deputies to ask the defendant to tum the music down. 
However, the King decision changes the definition of what constitutes a police created exigency 
and therefore renders the issue moot. 
B. THE ENTRY DID NOT EXCEED THE SCOPE OF THE EXIGENCY 
In its memorandum decision the court also ruled that the deputies exceeded the scope of 
the exigency that justified their entry. Yet, it is important to note that neither deputy left the 
small main room of the single wide trailer that was originally entered. The officer found the 
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methamphetamine before he retrieved the gun. Nothing was opened. Nothing was moved. No 
other room was entered. There was no search. Deputy Schulz walked a few steps to the comer 
ofthat room and looked down. From that position, a position he was legally entitled to occupy, 
he had a plain view into the open box where the incriminating character of the evidence it 
contained was immediately apparent. There was no additional intrusion by this action. See State 
v. Smith, 144 Idaho 482, 488(2007). 
The court cites State v. Henage, 143 Idaho 655, 152 P.3d 16 (2007) in its ruling that the 
deputy exceeded the scope of the exigency by taking those steps. Aside from the obvious 
discrepancy between a Terry search of a person and the recovery of a weapon already in plain 
sight, a discrepancy the court has acknowledged, it is important to note that at the time the 
officer went to recover the weapon, this matter had not evolved into a criminal investigation, 
entry was made to secure the safety of a person who was mentally ill and suicidal, a civil matter. 
Henage is therefore inapplicable. 
However, even under an analogized Henage standard there was sufficient cause to secure 
the weapon. The Henage court based its ruling on the fact that while the officer had sufficient 
information to believe that the defendant was armed, with a small folding knife on a Leatherman 
tool, there were insufficient facts to support the assertion that he was also dangerous. The 
Henage court cited to the testimony of the officer that the defendant had been "cooperative and 
polite" and had not exhibited any "furtive movements or behavior" ld. at 661-662. The ultimate 
ruling of that case was that being armed in and of itself does not make one dangerous. 
The facts in the present case are clearly distinguishable. Based on the report that the 
defendant was suicidal, the distraught emotional state of the defendant, her bizarre and irrational 
behavior, and her effort to retreat into a back room, the deputies had more than enough facts and 
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information from which a person in their position could reasonably conclude that the defendant 
was a danger to herself or others. Deputy Patterson testified at the hearing on the defendant's 
motion to suppress to a chilling statement made by the defendant that she had fired the shotgun 
on the porch earlier in the day "to see if anybody would care." Even beyond the specific facts of 
this case, the law recognizes the danger of allowing someone who is suicidal and mentally ill to 
have access to a firearm. In commitment proceedings where the proposed patient is ruled to be a 
danger to themselves or others, the courts routinely issue orders prohibiting that proposed patient 
from possessing firearms thereby making a legal finding that there is an inherent danger in 
allowing such individuals access to firearms. As the court noted in its finding of fact, the 
defendant, herself was placed on a mental hold. 
The court also reasoned that a firearm resting in the comer of the small room in a single 
wide trailer was safer than in the possession of law enforcement. The state respectfully 
disagrees. The weapon had been recently fired by the defendant apparently in contemplation of a 
suicide. Given the close quarters of the trailer the weapon posed a significant danger to all 
within, and especially the defendant. A shotgun that is potentially loaded, chambered and 
cocked will always pose a greater risk than one that law enforcement has secured. Without 
retrieving the weapon, the officers had no way of making that determination, nor can they take 
action to render that dangerous weapon harmless, such as the simple measure of unloading it. 
Taking in account that "(t)he calculus of reasonableness must embody allowance for the 
fact that police officers are often forced to make split-second judgments-in circumstances that 
are tense, uncertain, and rapidly evolving." Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. at 396-397, the 
deputies' encounter with the defendant, their entry, and all of their conduct was reasonable and 
calculated to be within the scope of the existing exigency. 




Deputy Patterson's and Deputy Schulz's entry into the residence was justified under the 
exigent circumstances doctrine and was reasonable under the circumstances. They did not 
exceed the scope of the exigency while in the residence. This exigency was not created by their 
actions. Therefore, the manner in which the evidence was recovered from the defendant's 
residence was lawful and not in violation of the defendant's Fourth Amendment rights. 
The State requests that the reverse its prior ruling and that the defendant's Motion to 
Suppress be denied. 
Dated this II! day of June, 2012 
Peter M. Hatch 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of June, 2012, I served a copy of the foregoing 
STATE'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER ORDER ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO 
SUPPRESS thereof in the United States mail, with postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to 
the following: 
KEITH ROARK 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
409 N MAIN 
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Attorney General 
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PAUL R. PANTHER 
Deputy Attorney General 
Chief. Criminal Law Division 
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN 
Idaho State Bar # 4051 
Deputy Attorney General 
P. O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
(208) 334-4534 
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TO: KORI WARD, THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT. R. KEITH ROARK, 
THE ROARK LAW FIRM, 409 N MAIN STREET, HAILEY, 10 83333, AND THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant, State of Idaho, appeals against the 
above-named respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the FINDINGS OF 
FACT, MEMORANDUM DECISION, AND ORDER RE: DEFENDANTS MOTION 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
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TO SUPPRESS, entered in the above-entitled action on the 1st day of June 
2012, The Honorable G. Richard Bevan presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho supreme Court, 
and the judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable 
orders under and pursuantto Rule 11(c)(7), LA.R. 
3. Preliminary statement of the issue on appeal: Whether the district 
court erred when it concluded that police created their own exigency when they 
entered the house of a potentIally suicidal person to protect that person from 
harming herself. 
4. To undersigned's knowledge, no part of the record has been 
sealed. 
5. The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of 
the reporter's transcript: Motion to Suppress Hearing dated March 23, 2012 
(court reporter: Virginia Bailey; estimated number of pages: unknown). 
6. Appellant requests the normal cler1<'s record pursuant to Rule 28, 
I.A.R 
7. I certify: 
(a) A copy of this notice of appeal is being served on each 
reporter of whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the 
address set out below: 
VIRGINIA BAILEY 
Court Reporter 
Twin Falls District Court 
PO Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0126 
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(b) Arrangements have been made with the Twin Falls County 
Prosecuting Attorney who will be responsible for paying for the reporter's 
transcript; 
(c) The appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for 
the preparation of the record because the State of Idaho is the appellant (Idaho 
Code § 31-3212); 
(d) There is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a 
criminal case (I.A.R. 23(a)(8»; 
(e) Service is being made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Rule 20, I.A.R. 
DATED this 15th day of June 2012. 
KENNETH K. JOR ... : .. =,,·~ 
Deputy Attorney Gene 
Attorney for the Appellant 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILlNf.2 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 15th day of June 2012, caused a true 
and correct copy of the attached NOTICE OF APPEAL to be placed in the United 
States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
THE HONORABLE G. RICHARD BEVAN 
Twin Falls District Court 
PO Box 126 
Twin Falls, 1083303-0126 
PETER M. HATCH 
Twin Falls County Prosecutor's Office 
PO Box 126 
Twin Falls, 10 83303-0126 
R. KEITH ROARK 
The Roark Law Firm 
409 N Main Street 
Halley, 10 83333 
HANP DELIVERY 
MR. STEPHEN W. KENYON 
CLERK OF THE COURTS 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0101 
KKJ/pm 
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APPEAL FROM: Fifth Judicial District, Twin Falls County. 
Honorable G. Richard Bevan, presiding 
CASE NUMBER FROM COURT: CR 11-10866 
APPEAL AGAINST: The above named Appellant, State of Idaho, appeals from the 
Findings of Fact, Memorandum Decision and Order RE: Defendant's Motion to 
Suppress which was entered in the above-entitled matter on June 1, 2012. 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT: R. Keith Roark 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT: Lawrence Wasden 
APPEALED BY: State of Idaho 
APPEALED AGAINST: Kori Ward 
NOTICE OF APPEAL FILED: June 15, 2012 
AMENDED APPEAL FILED: 
NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL FILED: 
AMENDED NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL FILED: 
APPELLATE FEE PAID: exempt 
ESTIMATED CLERK'S RECORD FEE PAID: exempt 
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RESPONDENT OR CROSS-RESPONDENT'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
RECORD FILED: 
RESPONDENT OR CROSS-RESPONDENT'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT FILED: 
WAS DISTRICT COURT REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT REQUESTED: Yes 
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF PAGES: 
IF SO, NAME OF EACH REPORTER OF WHOM A TRANSCRIPT HAS BEEN 
REQUESTED AS NAMED BELOW AT THE ADDRESS SET OUT BELOW: 
NAME AND ADDRESS: Virginia Bailey, P. O. Box 126, Twin Falls, ID 83303-0126 
DATED: June 18, 2012 
KRISTINA GLASCOCK 
Clerk of the District Court 
~~ 
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GRANT P. LOEBS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
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Case No. CR 11-10866 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
To: The above-named Defendant, KORI L YNN WARD, and Her Attorney, Keith Roark 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that on the 19th day of July, 2012, at the hour of 9:30 
a.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, before the Honorable G. Richard Bevan, at 
the Judicial Annex, Twin Falls, Idaho, the Court will call the above-named case for a hearing on 
the State's Motion to Reconsider Order on Defendant's Motion to Suppress. 
DATED this zS- day of June, 2012. 
Peter M. Hatch 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
NOTICE OF HEARING - I 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of June, 2012, I served a copy of the foregoing 
NOTICE OF HEARING thereof in the United States mail, with postage prepaid, in an envelope 
addressed to the following: 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
KEITH ROARK 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
409 N MAIN 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
Legal Assistant 
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Docket No. 40069-2012 STATE OF IDAHO v. KORI Twin Falls County District Court 
LYNN WARD . #2011·10866 
A NOTICE OF APPEAL in the above-entitled matter was filed in this office on JUNE 20, 
2012. The DOCKET NUMBER shown above will be used for this appeal regardless of eventual 
Court assignment. 
The CLE~'S RECORD and REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT(S) must be filed in this office 
on or before AUGUST 29. 2012. 
The REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT(S) MUST BE LODGED with the District Court Clerk 
or Agency **35 DAYS PRIOR ** to the date of filing in this office. 
THE REPORTER SHALL FILE A NOTICE OF LODGING WITH THIS COURT. 
THE FOLLOWING TRANSCRIPTS (PURSUANT TO LA.R. 25) SHALL BE LODGED: 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 3-23-12 
06/25/2012 DB 
For the Court: 
Stephen W. Kenyon 
Clerk of the C9urtS 
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Case No. CR 11-10866 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING 
To: The above-named Defendant, KORI LYNN WARD, and Her Attorney, Keith Roark 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that on the 17th day of July, 2012, at the hour of3:00 
p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, before the Honorable G. Richard Bevan, at 
the Judicial Annex, Twin Falls, Idaho, the Court will call the above-named case for a hearing on 
the State's Motion to Reconsider Order on Defendant's Motion to Suppress . . 
DATED this --3-- day of July, 201 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the l day of July, 2012, I served a copy of the foregoing 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING thereof in the United States mail, with postage prepaid, in 
an envelope addressed to the following: 
KEITH ROARK 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
409 N MAIN 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
Legal Assistant 
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Attorneys at Law 
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Case No. CR-2011-10866 
MOTION TO DISMISS STATE'S 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
COMES NOW, the Defendant, KORl WARD, by and through her attom.eys of 
record. R. Keith Roark and The Roark Law Firm, and moves this Court to DISMISS the MOTION 
FOR RECONSIDERATION filed by the State on June 14, 2012 upon the grotmds that the State 
filed its NOTICE OF APPEAL in this same matter on J1IDe 15,2012 and this Court does not have 
the power or authority to hear or rule upon the State's Motion since such motion is not one of the 
matters enumerated in Rule 13( c). Idaho Appellate Rules. 
RBSPECTFUlL Y SUBMlTI'BD this ~ of July. 2012. 
MOTION TO DISMISS STATE'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION -1 
.,. ~ . 
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,,: 
JUL/09/2012/MON 09:45 AM ROARK LAW FIRM 
~ • FAX No, 20B 7BB 391B • p, 002/002 
CERTIFICATE Of SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~y of ;~. 2012, I served a true and correct copy " ',,1 ~" " 
oftbe within and foregoing document upon t~mey(s) named below in the manileinoted: '.' .' ':' ; 
Peter Hatch, Deputy " ' 
' ...... ,"'." . 
Twin Falls Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 126 
" t· 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0126 
J 
By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, p~~ prepaid, at the 
post office at Hailey, Idaho. 
By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attomey(s) at his offices in ' 
Hailey, Idaho. 
By telecopying copies of same to said attomey(s) at the te1ecopier number 
____ ....J' and by then mailing copies 'of the same in the United States Mail, 
postage prepaid, at the post office at Hailey, Idaho. 
MOTION TO DISMISS STATE'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION - 2 
000150
GRANT P. LOEBS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
for Twin Falls County 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Phone: (208) 736-4020 
Fax: (208) 736-4120 
• 
zon jUL \ 3 PH 3: O'j 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 













SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING 
KORI LYNN WARD, 
Defendant. 
To: The above-named Defendant, KORI LYNN WARD, and Her Attorney, Keith Roark 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that on the 17th day of July, 2012, at the hour of 4:00 
p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, before the Honorable G. Richard Bevan, at 
the Judicial Annex, Twin Falls, Idaho, the Court will call the above-named case for a hearing on 
the State's Motion to Reconsider Order on Defendant's Motion to Suppress. 
DATED this ~ day of July, 20l2./1lI:c .ut 
Peter M. Hatch 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING - 1 
n,,,,, , t""q~, ~ ._./ I ., ': ! t 
- , 000151
• • 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the £ day of July, 2012, I served a copy of the foregoing 
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING thereof in the United States mail, with postage 
prepaid, in an envelope addressed to the following: 
KEITH ROARK 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
409 N MAIN 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
M~ 
Legal Assistant 
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
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DISTRICT COURT 
FHIh Judicial DiaIrfIt 
County ofl'wiR ... - ... of Idaho 
JUL 1 7 2012 A,CjVlr .. 
DiPUiCSlk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 




State of Idaho vs. Kori Lynn Ward 
Hearing type: Motion for Reconsideration and Motion to Dismiss 
Hearing date: 7/17/2012 Time: 4:00 pm Courtroom: 1 
Judge: G. Richard Bevan 
Court reporter: Virginia Bailey Minutes Clerk: Shelley Bartlett 
Defense Attorney: R. Keith Roark Prosecutor: Grant Loebs 
4:14 Court called the case and reviewed the file. 
4:15 Mr. Hatch gave comment and left the matter to the Court's discretion. 
4: 15 Court will decline to consider the Motion to Reconsider. Court will grant the 
Motion to Dismiss on the grounds of lack of jurisdiction and will issue an order. 
000153
DISTRICT COURT 
Fifth Judicial DIstrI8t 
CounW of Twin PeIII- State of Idaho 
IJUL 1 8 2012 h<:~ r 
II 4Y) Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) Case No. CR 2011-10866 
) 
Plaintiff, ) ORDER RE: DEFENDANT'S 
) MOTION TO DISMISS 






THIS MATTER is before the court on the motion of defendant, Kori Ward, to 
dismiss the state's Motion to Reconsider. A hearing was held on July 17, 2012, with 
Peter Hatch representing the state and Keith Roark representing the defendant, who 
was not present. 
ORDER RE: DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
STATE'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
1 
000154
After hearing from the parties, the court hereby GRANTS the defendant's 
Motion to Dismiss State's Motion to Reconsider pursuant to I.A.R. 13(c). Since a motion 
to reconsider is not listed in I.A.R. 13(c) as a motion this court can hear during the 
pendency of an appeal, this court is without jurisdiction to hear the state's Motion to 
Reconsider, and it is DISMISSED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED 
Dated This ;9 day of JU~ 2012. 
G. RICHARD BEVAN, District Judge 
ORDER RE: DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
STATE'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
2 
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I. c.R. 49 (b) 
NOTICE OF ORDER 
I, Shelley Bartlett, Deputy Clerk for the County Twin Falls, do hereby certify that 
on the oW day of July, 2012, I have caused to be served a true and correct copy of the 
above and foregoing document: ORDER RE: DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
STATE'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER, to each of the persons as listed below: 
Peter Hatch 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Keith Roark 
409 North Main Street 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
vs. 









SUPREME COURT NO. 40069-2012 
DISTRICT COURT NO. CR 11-10866 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
____ D_efl_e_nd_a_n_t/_A~pp~e_ll_a_m~, ______ ) 
I, KRISTINA GLASCOCK, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls, do hereby certify that the 
foregoing CLERK'S RECORD on Appeal in this cause was compiled and bound under my 
direction and is a true, correct and complete Record of the pleadings and documents requested by 
Appellate Rule 28. 
I do further certify that there are no exhibits, offered or admitted in the above-
entitled cause. 
WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said Court this 3151 day of 
July, 2012. 
KRISTINA GLASCOCK 
Clerk of the District Court 
~ . 
" 4woL . nepu'~k 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 












SUPREME COURT NO. 40069-2012 
DISTRICT COURT NO. CR 11-10866 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
_____ D~efl~e=nd~an~U~A~pp~e=ll=an=t~, __________ ) 
I, KRISTINA GLASCOCK, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the CLERK'S RECORD and 
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
SARA THOMAS 
State Public Defender 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
LAWRENCE WASDEN 
Attorney General 
Statehouse Mail Room 210 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said this 31 sl 
day of July, 2012. 
KRISTINA GLASCOCK 
Clerk of the District Court 
~< 
puty Clerk 
Certificate of Service 1 
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